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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Though a number of critics have praised Walter Van Til burg
Clark's literary craftsmanship, little has been written about the
structural plan behind Clark's work. The purpose of this study is to
demonstrate that Clark, taking the classical rhetorician's position
that mastery of form is essential to good writing, has produced a
body of fiction whose structure is essential to its total effect and,
indeed, to its very

meaning.

The term "structure" embraces the various means that writers
commonly employ in ordering their thoughts and feelings in definite
units of verbal expression.

It has to do with the architectural plan

or design of the whole, and with the adaptation of the design to meet
the requirements of the writer's purpose. Structure in writing has
its beginning in the fundamental idea a writer desires to communicate
to his readers, as it shapes itself in his mind.

From this funda-

mental idea he receives his subject; it is his point of departure,
and from it he takes his point of view—a point of view which is
determined by his purpose. Whatever form it may take, it is the very
heart of the matter; it is the central theme around which the
completed work is to be constructed.

In the study of structure the

main problem is to find out how a writer has gone about the work of
1

constructing his article, story, play, or other form of literary art,
and then to take a further look into the details of the design.
In his book reviews Clark voices his concern with structure.
Erich Maria Remarque's Spark of Life, he declares, is notable "in its
structural aspects, those which a matured craftsmanship could most
readily affect."

He terms A. B. Guthrie, Jr.'s The Way West "a
2
superior achievement in structure,"
and praises Robert Lewis
Taylor's Two Roads to Guadalupe for its "impressive feat of combining
essentially antipathetic elements:
3
jesting, shapely story."

savage, shapeless history, and

All of Clark's novels and most of his short stories are set in
the American West.

In the 1940's, when the term "Western writer"

became a favorite pejorative of critics and reviewers, Clark, like
most of his Western colleagues, was victimized by both devotees and
detractors of that nebulous concept.

Wallace Stegner recounts the

largely futile attempt of most writers to express adequately the
Western experience.

The "Western writer," he remarks,

is in a box with booby traps at both ends. By "Western writer"
I do not mean the writer of Westerns; I mean the writer who
has spent his formative years in the West. When I say he is

Walter Van Til burg Clark, "A Spark to Breathe On," rev. of
Spark of Life, by Erich Maria Remarque, New Republic, Feb. 1952,
p. 18.
^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "Emigrants on the Oregon Trail," rev.
of The Way West, by A. B. Guthrie, Jr., Saturday Review of Literature,
8 Oct. 1949, p. 21.
Salter Van Tilburg Clark, "Windmills South of the Border," rev.
of Two Roads to Guadalupe, by Robert Lewis Taylor, Book Week,
27 Sept. 1964, p. 23.
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in a box, I mean that he has a hard time discovering what is
in him wanting to be said, and that when he does discover it
he has difficulty getting a hearing. His box is booby-trapped
at one end by an inadequate artistic and intellectual tradition,
and at the other end by the coercive dominance of attitudes,
beliefs, and intellectual fads and manners destructive of his
own. The fact that these attitudes control both the publishing
media and large portions of the critical establishment is more
important than the fact that publishing is concentrated in
another region. This is not a complaint against Leviathan.
It is only an extension of the observation that, since any
writer must write from what he knows and believes, a writer
from the West finds himself so unfashionable as to be
practically voiceless.^
Clark's books transcend the obvious limitations of much Western
writing.

For as Clark himself has stated, "the effort of any writer

must always be to make the actualities of his world say something of
5
more than local and passing validity."
Evidence of the deliberation
of Clark's methods is provided by the development of his technique.
In each work, whether the action is presented in simple, straightforward narration or through a complex juxtaposition of episodes which
assume significance accumulatively, Clark very carefully interrelates
the various threads of his chosen plot.

Individual works show

interesting variations; each follows its own design and presents its
own special problems.
While it is true, as John R. Milton contends, that "Clark's
worst writing was undoubtedly better than the best writing of most
novels of the past twenty years," no attempt has been made in this
4

Wallace Stegner, "Born a Square--The Westerners' Dilemma,"
Atlantic Monthly, Jan. 1964, p. 46.
5
John R. Milton, ed., "The Western Novel: A Symposium," South
Dakota Review, 2 (1964), 17.
g

John R. Milton, "Literary or Not," South Dakota Review, 9
(1971-72), 4.
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study to argue that Clark is a major writer of overlooked masterpieces.
Indeed, his literary output is relatively modest.

In addition to some

poems he composed early in his career, and a handful of articles that
he wrote, Clark's only published fiction consists of three novels, one
novella, and a dozen and a half short stories. But Clark is a writer
of intelligence and integrity, and he has not been read, even by some
of his admirers, with the care that his highly controlled works deserve.
Though his novels and stories are not equally excellent, they are all
engrossing.

Through them Clark has made his small but respectable

place in modern American literature.

In the words of Alan Swallow,

"our American letters would be measurably poorer without the work he
has done."

^Alan Swallow, "The Mavericks," Critique, 2 (1959), 86.

CHAP'ER :i
•-E 0X-3CU I'.CICEN'
The Ox-Bow Incident, Clark's ^''rst -eve:, -was railed Dy most of
its reviewers as a work of exceptioral merit.

E:war: Weeks of The

Atlantic Monthly termeo i t "a f i r s t book of iiarkec a d i t y " %hose
beauty "lies in its naturalness anc its exctement.'*

Vlax Sissen, in

"he New -epub^ i c , dec'.ared i t "a tr^''jmpn of restra;".t a'^: HCK-an9

ship.""

Ben Ray P.edman, in 'he Satjrday -eview z"' '-^" :e^^: ^^-e,

ca;". ed

i t "a sinewy, :nascj;ine tale tnat progressively ti:".tsns ' ts zr^z :r.
the reader's interest and emotions."

3

u
And Cl'fton -ad-ir^n, in a New
ft

Yorker review, remarked about its "ccmoletely acuit style, aT bone

t

and sinew, -vithOLit a trace o^ the affectation of overside'' c i t y . '"
Considering the ^act that

'Western * ' : t i o n ' -s genera'ly seemed

in c r i t i c a l circ"ies, i t may seem SLirpris'ng tnat Cx-3ew received sjch
high acclai.Ti.

But as Max ^estbroo< explains, a type of "einte'-oretation

Edward Weeks, "^he Atlantic Bocks^.el*-'," "ev. of The 0x-3cw
Incident, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, At^ant^c .^nt-^.iy, Jct.
HO.
Max Gissen, "Two Westerns," rev. o^' The 0x-8ow '.ncioent. by
Walter Van Tilburg Ciar<, New Republic, Z 2ec. 19*^0, o. CH.
Ben Ray Redman, 'Magnii'icent Inc::ent." -ev. of ^he Cx-How
Inc-'dert, by Walter Van THburg ClarK, Satjroay ^ev'ew o^ u'terat^re,
26 Oct. 1940, p. 5.
"^Clifton Fadiman, "*'^ake Way *or >V. Cla-K,' '•ev. of Tre Cx-Scw
Incident, by Walte^- Van T i l o j r g Clark, New ^or<e--, 12 : c t . Ir^^O, z. '.:C;
r p t . in I n t r o d . , 'he Tx-Bow Inci :e^t, "zy Walta** Van TTo-'-g Z\^r< (New
York: The ReacersTT^o, I r - I , , : . -.x.

t
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is needed:
In 1940, when it was first published. The Ox-Bow Incident
was immediately recognized as an exception, as a cowboy
story of literary merit; and it is still conceded to be,
on critical grounds, the best or at least one of the best
cowboy novels ever written. Some such judgment has prompted
reviewers and critics to ask why this cowboy story is superior
to other cowboy stories. But the question suggests that the
excellence of The Ox-Bow Incident consists in Clark's having
handled skillfuTTy what is normally not handled skillfully
in works of sub-literary merit. . . . Clark's critics have
tried to analyze the novel by negation . . . and the result
is an impoverished criticism amounting to little more than
praise for a tight, suspenseful narrative.^
During an interview, Clark revealed his intentions in writing
Ox-Bow.

His comments belie the idea that the book is merely a well-

constructed "Western":
I quite deliberately took all the ingredients of the typical
horse opera and tried to do something else with them. In
part, it was to break the stereotype, not to the reader but
to me. To get back where the West was real enough to be
used in the imagination, real enough to use despite the Zane
Grey and "turn them out fast" western magazine cliches that
had imposed themselves on everybody who was in some measure
interested in the West. So it was an effort to get back and
touch something--make it real for myself.^
In his introduction to one of the later editions, Clark was even more
explicit:
At some time--probably during the writing of the f i r s t d r a f t ,
because I am sure i t had a good deal to do with the revision-I began to think of the story as having roughly the shape of
a play, chiefly I suppose because I was working so heavily
in dialogue, but also in part because of my hope of making

5
Max Westbrook, "The Archetypal Ethic of The Ox-Bow Incident,"
Western American L i t e r a t u r e , 1 (1966), 105-18; r p t . in Walter Van
Tilburg Clark (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1969), pp. 54, 55.
g
John R. Milton, ed., "Conversation with Walter Van Tilburg Clark,
South Dakota Review, 9 (1971), 28.

yy

connections with other times and olaces. I tnojont o* It as a
three-act tragedy which would, in its first act,struggle
slowly to a unity of purpose sufficient to •na<e the tragedy
inevitable, in its second act move more quickly ^p to the grim
result of that commitment, and in its thiro act '•avel out again,
downhill, into the individual reactions to gj'lt and the
separations resulting from it.7
Clark informs the novel "with a kind of resistless necessity which we
find only in well-constructed tragedy." declares George Bluestone.
And in so doing Clark creates a very specific sort of tragedy. For
Ox-Bow's action, pace, and characterization are conoaraole, in many
respects, to those same elements in classical draria.
There is ample evidence that Clark was familiar .-^itn classical
form.

In a foreword which he wrote for an anthology of Bret Harte's

stories, he talked about Greek tragedy and particularly about the
Greek concept of "Fate."

Harte's stories of the early West, "by way

of their combination of human responsibility and the operations of
blind Fate," he contended, "attained a tragic power comparable to
9
that of the classical Greek tragedies."
He further stated that the
concept of "chance or luck" in the early West
did assume . . . something very like the consequence tne
great Greek tragedians gave it under the name of Fate, or in
the form of the arbitrary and interfering activities of the
gods. To have luck was everything. "Lucky" was a nickname
to be envied. On the other hand, if your luck ran out beyond
recovery, you accepted that fact too, as fatalistically as the

Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Introd., The Ox-Bow Incident ('ie>York: Time Inc. Book Div., 1962), pp. x v i - x v i i .
George Bluestone, Novels into Film (Baltimore: The Johns
Hopkins Press, 1957), p. 176.
Q

Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Foreword, Bret Harte: Stories o^ the
Early West (New York: rlatt and Munk, 1964,, z.T.
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8
characters in a Greek tragedy accepted a curse from the gods
or the doom pronounced by an oracle.^O
Although Ox-Bow's classical structure has long been noted, most
c r i t i c s make only passing reference to i t .

Jay Gurian, for example,

simply states that Ox-Bow follows an "obviously classical" pattern.^^
Ray B. West, Jr. observes that "In i t s r i g i d simplicity of p l o t structure, his [Clark's] novel is almost classical in design."^^
Frederick Bracher sees the book as being "an almost Aristotelian study
of the problem of justice and the motives behind violence and
13
cruelty."
Kenneth Anderson's analysis is somewhat more detailed:
"One of the most rewarding approaches to Walter Van Tilburg Clark's
The Ox-Bow Incident is in terms of i t s form.

At f i r s t glance, the

most s t r i k i n g characteristic of the over-all structure is i t s clean,
ordered, classical quality.
several ways."

This classical quality is evident in

Anderson then refers to what he terms the "wery

important Aristotelian nature of the book," and notes that the novel
observes "the classical unities of time and place"~unity of time
because in the entire episode only about twenty-four hours elapse,
and unity of place because the whole story occurs within a wery
restricted geographical area.

But instead of pursuing this topic to

i t s ultimate end through close textual scrutiny, Anderson swiftly

Clark, Foreword, p. 16.
^^Jay Gurian, "The Unwritten West," American West, 2 (1965), 61.
Ray B. West, J r . , "Four Rocky Mountain Novels," Rocky
Mountain Review, 10 (1945), 25.
^^Frederick Bracher, "California's Literary Regionalism,"
American Quarterly, 7 (1955), 280-81.

turns his attention to other matters, devoting the major portion of
his essay to an analysis of select "structural devices":
sound imagery, irony, and nature imagery.

contrast,

The inevitable result

is that Anderson, like other critics, fails to say all that is
necessary about what is certainly one of the novel's most notable
aspects.
Before one can appreciate Ox-Bow's relation to classical tragedy,
however, there are certain things he must understand about the nature
of the novel itself.

Ox-Bow cannot be considered tragedy if one's

criterion is "high prosperity" or "nobility" in the Aristotelian
sense. The goals toward which the characters strive, and the motivations behind their violent displays of anger and revenge are not
admirable.

Living within what Stegner terms "a civilization in the
15
throes of being born," most of them fail to understand the forces
which move them, nor are they able to question them intelligently.
Thus, if any of the characters are to be considered tragic, the
tragedy must come from what they are as human beings facing the
catastrophe brought upon them by their situation.
In the novel's structural design the parallels to classical
tragedy are much more explicit.

Although classical structure is much

too varied a topic to be discussed as if it were but a single type,
nonetheless there are certain basic elements which are commonly found

^^Kenneth Anderson, "Form in Walter Van Tilburg Clark's The OxBow Incident," Western Review, 6 (1969), 19.
^^Wallace Stegner, "Walter Clark's Frontier," Atlantic Monthly,
Aug. 1973, p. 95.
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throughout most of the drama. Most classical tragedies begin with an
introductory section called the prologos. Normally, the purpose of
this scene is to provide the audience with specific background information; in some cases, though, plot action and character portrayal
also originate here. The prologos is followed by the parados, or the
entrance of the Chorus, and this, in turn, is succeeded by the first
episode, where the main action begins. After the first episode there
is a complete choral song called the first stasimon; and only after
the first stasimon has ended will the second episode get under way.
This sequence (first episode, first stasimon; second episode, second
stasimon, etc.) is generally continued up until the final stasimon,
at which point the last section of the drama, the exodos, begins. It
is here that the drama's loose ends are tied together, and the
respective fate of each of the main characters is described.
Each of Qx-Bow's five sections approximates a dramatic act in
classical drama. The first several pages, which function as a kind of
prologos, provide necessary background information and indicate the
starting point of subsequent action. The novel begins in a highly
unpretentious manner, much the way any number of typical cowboy
stories might. As Walter Prescott Webb observes, "Act One of this
1c

five-act tragedy is conventional western, nothing else."

Art Croft

(the story's narrator) and Gil Carter, two young cowhands who have
been riding the winter range together and who have finished working
the spring roundup, ride into the l i t t l e Western town of Bridger's
^^Walter Prescott Webb, Afterword, The Ox-Bow Incident, by
Walter Van Tilburg Clark (New York: Signet Classics, 1960), p. 222.

11
Wells and head for the saloon for some long-awaited whiskey drinking.
After Carter and Canby, the saloon-keeper, have exchanged a few dry
quips about a suggestive picture that is hanging on the wall behind
the bar, Canby tells Carter that Rose Mapen, a girl whom Carter had
been looking forward to seeing, has gone to San Francisco; the
married women in the town practically ran her out.
Soon after this, however, mention is made of a subject which will
serve as a catalyst throughout the story. The scene is still Canby's
saloon, and Croft is talking with Moore, the foreman of one of the
neighboring ranches:
"There was talk about rustling last fall, wasn't there?" I
asked Moore.
"Some," he said. He sucked two little streams of smoke
up his nostrils and drank half his whiskey before he let the
smoke out. When it came out there wasn't much of it, and that
thin. He didn't look at me, but at the three rows of dark
bottles behind Canby. Canby wiped the dry bar again. He
was ashamed. It was all right for Moore, but I didn't like
Canby acting as if we were outsiders. Neither did Gil.
"Do they know anything about it?" he asked Moore. "Is
that why Risley's out here?"
Moore finished his whiskey, and nodded at the glass, which
Canby filled up a third time. "No, we don't know anything,
and that's why he's here," he said. He put his change in his
pocket, and took his whiskey over to the table by the front
window. He sat down with his back to us, so Canby could talk.
"It's getting touchy, huh?" Gil said.
"They don't like to talk about it," Canby said, "except with
fellows they sleep with."
"It's a long way from any border," he said after a minute,
"and everybody in the valley would know if there was a stranger
around."
"And there isn't?" I asked.
"There hasn't been, that knew cattle," said Canby, sitting
back up on the counter, "except you two."'/

Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The Ox-Bow Incident (New York:
Random House, 1940), p. 16. Subsequent references to this edition
are cited parenthetically in the text.

12
These passages not only contain the first direct reference to cattle
rustling, but also confirm the community's deep underlying suspicion
of Croft and Carter, the two "strangers" in town. Consequently, the
reader begins to learn something about these characters fairly early
in the story, reminiscent of the fact that in classical drama
character portrayal frequently originates in the prologos. Carter,
one soon perceives, has a volatile temperament and is quick to take
offense. Croft, on the other hand, is much more moderate and
contemplative. But because his understanding is inadequate, he sometimes speaks with less than total accuracy. Croft has but a "partially
18
developed social consciousness," declares Paul Stein.
He functions
as "a technical Central Intelligence after the manner of Henry James,
but he is not intelligent enough to understand fully v/hat is happening,'
19
contends Milton.
Important also is the fact that Croft's role
parallels a major element in classical drama. According to West,
Croft "is a kind of chorus, a participator in the events, but certainly
20
not the central figure."
Anderson perceives him as
the Chorus spectator who becomes transformed into the symbolic "Everyman" figure
Croft's position in the novel
is a unique one. He is both a narrator and a participant in
the action. As the narrator, he is the "registering
consciousness," commenting upon and observing the fated
spectacle from the outside. In this view, he is the Chorus

^^Paul Stein, "Cowboys and Unicorns: The Novels of Walter Van
Tilburg Clark," Western American Literature, 5 (1971), 266.
^^John R. Milton, "The Western Attitude: Walter Van Tilburg
Clark," Critique, 2 (1959), 60.
^^West, "Four Rocky Mountain Novels," p. 25.
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spectator of the work whose mind . . . tends to be impersonal
in its recording of the drama.21
Croft, however, is not the only character to function in this
capacity.

For as the tale unfolds, the mob itself begins to assume

the nature of a Chorus, now on one side, now on the other, reflecting
what Philip Whaley Harsh terms "the inconsistent . . . character of
22
the chorus."
Even as it makes its initial appearance mid-way
through the first section it is apparent that, like the "typical
Athenian citizens" of a Greek Chorus, these are men of the community,
men whose attitudes and actions clearly reflect the norms that exist
there. The somber manner in which these men greet Croft and Carter
indicates immediately that something is seriously amiss. Quite
obviously they are preoccupied, even obsessed, with matters of the
utmost consequence to them:
Most of the men who came in were riders and men we knew.
I thought they looked at Gil and me curiously and longer
than usual, but probably that wasn't so. Each of them
nodded, or raised a hand, or said "hi," in the usual manner.
They all went to the bar first, and had a drink or two.
Then some of them got up a game at the table next to ours,
and the rest settled into a row at the bar, elbows up and
hats back. The place was full of the gentle vibration of
deep voices talking mostly in short sentences with a lot
of give and take. Now and then some man would throw his
head back and laugh, and then toss off his drink before he
leaned over again. Things didn't seem any different than
usual, and yet there was a difference underneath. For one
thing, nobody, no matter how genially, was calling his
neighbor an old horse thief, or a greaser, or a card sharp,
or a liar, or anything that had moral implications, (p. 21)

^^Kenneth Anderson, "Character Portrayal in The Ox-Bow Incident,
Western American Literature, 4 (1970), 288, 289.
^^Philip Whaley Harsh, A Handbook of Classical Drama (Stanford:
Stanford Univ. Press, 1944), p. 20.

14
Here, of course, one is reminded of the fact that in classical drama
the prologos is succeeded by the entrance of the Chorus, the parados,
what Harsh refers to as "the emotional exposition of the play."

Harsh

points out that "the first choral lyric normally gives further
expositional background and strikes the proper emotional tone."

23

The gambling scene, which occurs immediately after the "Chorus"
has made its entrance, also provides material which is pertinent to
the story as a whole.

Like a first episode in classical tragedy, it

is here that the main action begins. Carter gets involved in a poker
game, wins some money, and then starts a fight with Farnley, one of
the cowboys in the saloon, when it is implied that he cheated.

Carter

ends up hitting Farnley, knocking him over two chairs, before Canby
knocks Carter out by hitting him on the head with a bottle. While at
first glance this scene may appear inconsequential, it is, as L. L.
24
Lee suggests, "an essential element in the themes."
Westbrook
elaborates:
The long poker game is a direct preparation for what takes
place at the Ox-Bow. Gil begins to win, but he does not win
in the right way. He neither apologizes nor gloats. Rather,
he rakes in the pot as- if he expected it. And Farnley, the
heaviest and most disgruntled loser, also refuses to play
the game right when he calls for double draw, even though he
is dealing, even though double draw is not "real poker." The
judgments made after their fight are made by the same code,
except this time Gil does it right. Canby knocks Gil out
with a bottle, and then starts to take his gun. Art shakes
him off. He knows his buddy, and his buddy will take it in

^"^Harsh, p. 14.
^^L. L. Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Boise State College
Western Writers Series, No. 8 (Boise, Idaho: Boise State College,
1973), p. 21.

J
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the r i g h t way, and that he does, coming out of i t slow but
j o k i n g . There is a r i g h t way to play poker and a wrong way,
a r i g h t way to f i g h t and a wrong way. . . . How to die, how
to f i g h t , how to play poker, how to stop a lynching: a l l are
studies in the same world view.25
There is also a d i s t i n c t s i m i l a r i t y between the conclusion of
this section and the conclusion of a classical episode.

Harsh, in

describing the classical mode, states that "a special emphasis
inevitably attaches i t s e l f to the ending of each episode, and the poet
is careful to exploit t h i s emphasis by having the f i n a l note s i g n i f i cant in view of the past action or suggestive of the future."^^

This

is essentially what occurs in Ox-Bow when a young rider gallops into
town with the news that cattle rustlers have k i l l e d a cowboy named
Kinkaid and have stolen some stock.

The "messenger," of course, is

a standard figure throughout classical tragedy.

His primary function

(

is to extend the play's action and at the same time preserve unity

f

of time and place by describing matters that cannot easily be

(

presented on a stage.

In Ox-Bow, the report of alleged criminal acts

provides the reader with a clear premonition of things to come.

For

i t w i l l not be long before a lynch mob of twenty-eight men w i l l h i t
the t r a i l in pursuit of the r u s t l e r s .
Early in the novel's second section, a classic moral struggle
ensues wherein the men begin to v a c i l l a t e between two courses of
action--violence or r e s t r a i n t . To them the choice is between immediate,
vigilante " j u s t i c e " and delayed, legal j u s t i c e .

25

Westbrook, pp. 65, 66.

^^Harsh, p. 14.

Comparable to a

^

16
stasimon where the Chorus modulates the atmosphere and tone by its
responses to the action, the scene begins dramatically with Jeff
Farnley, Kinkaid's riding partner, impulsively mounting his horse in
order to begin a pursuit of the rustlers. He is urged, however, to
wait at least until a posse can be formed. Then Osgood, the town's
minister, remonstrates with the men, imploring them not to act too
hastily. But his manner of pleading is so ineffectual that he is
unable to influence them.

In his role as Chorus spectator. Croft is

quick to observe that Osgood "looked helpless and timid.

I knew he

was trying to do what he thought was right, but he had no heart in his
effort. He made me feel ashamed ..."

(p. 43). A rancher named

Bartlett then makes a speech, and excites the men by telling them to
ride after the killers and give them frontier justice—i.e., a rope
around their necks. Once again Croft's observations are apropos,
reflecting the mood of the other men. Bartlett, Croft explains, "had
us excited.

Gil and I were quiet, because men had moved away from us,

but I was excited too" (p. 47). Next Judge Tyler, and then Davies,
the town's storekeeper, attempt to persuade the men not to act outside
the law but to bring the rustlers in for trial. Their pleas, though,
are every bit as ineffectual as Osgood's. As Donald E. Houghton
explains, the reason is obvious:
It is precisely a lack of . . . passion and courage which is
crucial in the failure of Osgood, Tyler, and Davies to
influence the men. All three men say the right things, but
none of the three conveys the impression he feels deeply
enough about what he says to do anything about it. On the
contrary, Osgood and Tyler, at least, convey the distinct
impression of weakness and timidity which lead the men to

vy

conclude that the tentativeness and vacillation of Osqood anc
Tyler come from fear rather than from moral sc'-Joles.57
Consequently, the men are now willing to listen to anyone who
displays a fervent conviction.

When Bill ^incner, "who drove the

stage between Reno and Bridger's Wells" (p. 54), begins a tirade tnat
is similar in tone to B a r t l e t t ' s , i t makes l i t t l e ciifference to the
men that this tirade has nothing whatever to do with the subject of
cattle rustling.

Virtually everything Windner ever said. Croft

r e f l e c t s , "he'd heard somebody, or most everybody, say, only he always
got angry enough to make i t sound like a conviction" (po. 61-6Z).
Thus the men, functioning much the way a classical Chorus would, convey
•M

a highly-charged emotional atmosphere that sets the stage for the
story's subsequent events.
By the end of the novel's second section, the lines of conflict
have been drawn; at the beginning of the third section, major dramatic
action is i n i t i a t e d .

Like a classical episode, this portion of the

narrative furthers plot development, focusing on two characters whose
personal convictions are diametrically opposed to one another.

On one

side is Major Tetley, a powerful ranch-owner and one-time Confederate
cavalry o f f i c e r , a man accustomed to dominating others in uncompromising fashion.

Tetley's domineering personality, coninanding other

men's fear and respect, enables him to take charge of the situation at
once and to demand irrmediate action.

So too, as Barclay W. Bates

affirms, are his motives stronger than anyone else's:

27 Donald E. Houghton, "The Failure of Speech in The Ox-Bow

Incident," Englisn Journal, 59 (1970), 1249.
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Appropriately, Tetley's need to kill is greater than that of
any of his cohorts because he has more misfortunes to avenge.
Recently he has lost a wife. . . .
His son Gerald, bookish,
sullen, weak, yet brilliant and strangely idealistic, is the
embodiment of all he despices [sic]. . . .
The Major has yet another outrage to avenge. A former
Confederate cavalry officer and the son of a slave owner,
he has endured the humiliation of defeat in the Civil War,
and he is in retreat from the new America. In Bridger's
Valley he has built "a white wooden mansion, with pillars like
a Southern plantation" . . . , but his effort to resuscitate
the Old South in the new West is a failure. . , . Hence for
Tetley the hunt become a refighting of the war, a last stand
for the old values.28
At the opposite pole is Davies, the rational man, the man who
insists on thought before action, considered by several critics to be
the most important character in the novel. According to Bates, "it
is . . . possible to argue that he [Davies]- is the novel's true
protagonist simply because his case is an exemplum from which the
29
novel's major theme can be drawn."
Frederic I. Carpenter refers to
30
Davies as the "true hero"
of the story. Viest concurs, noting that
it is upon Davies that the "burden of remorse" falls most heavily:
"If there is a 'hero' it is Davies, the store owner and unofficial
moralist of Bridger's Wells, who is the spokesman for the idea of
legal procedure because he-believes that it is only through 'due
31
process of law' that injustice can be avoided."

^^Barclay W. Bates, "Clark's Man For All Seasons: The Achievement
of Wholeness in The Ox-Bow Incident," Western American Literature, 3
(1968), 42.
Bates, p. 45.
^^Frederic I. Carpenter, "The West of Walter Van Tilburg Clark,"
English Journal, 41 (1952); also printed in College English, 13
(1952), 245.
"^^West, "Four Rocky Mountain Novels," p. 25.
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The emergence of Tetley and Davies as principal characters,
however, is but one of several factors to be considered.

For this

long episode actually is comprised of a number of scenes, two of which
have a marked impact on the course of the narrative. The first of
these scenes takes place as the posse makes its way toward the
mountains, where the men hope to catch the rustlers in the pass.
Croft finds himself riding next to Tetley's son, Gerald, an introspective young man who has been brutally dominated by his father. A
dialogue begins. The main idea behind young Tetley's remarks is that
people are actually worse than animals. For no one is willing, or dares,
to go against "the pack": "All any of us really want any more is power.
We'd buck the pack if we dared. We don't, so we use it; we trick it
to help us in our own little killings. We've mastered the horses and
cattle.

Now we want to master each other, make cattle of men" (p. 141).

"Young Tetley's awareness and concern are formulated in psychological
terms," declares Anderson, "and out of despair of the good, he concentrates his argument on the essentially evil nature of man that always
32
seems to defeat the good."
Like a classical kommos, a song of
lamentation between a character and the Chorus (in this case Croft,
in his role as Chorus spectator), Gerald Tetley's bitter and
despairing account of human nature furthers the story's moral argument without interrupting the exciting tension. The gross incompatibility of democratic justice and totalitarianism is thereby
reaffirmed.

^^Anderson, "Character Portrayal," p. 296.

^
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The other scene occurs a little later that evening. As the men
ride on they hear the sound of horses' hooves; soon a stagecoach comes
into view. The driver, thinking the men intend to hold up the stage,
spurs the horses on. The man riding guard fires his shotgun, wounding
Croft in the shoulder. The driver finally stops the coach after the
men's shouts assure him that he has nothing to fear. Moments later
Rose Mapen, the girl whom Carter had been looking forward to seeing
back in town, alights from the coach accompanied by her new husband,
a man named Swanson.
The situation is an example of Clark's adroit use of surprise.
Effectively linked to the story's main action, it serves the dramatic
end of arousing interest in the people of the tragedy which, by
definition, engages the reader more powerfully than argument alone.
For one thing, the wound Croft receives helps to reaffirm his role as
Chorus spectator; it is now physically impossible for him to participate actively in the story's events. When Swanson and Rose Mapen
make their appearance. Croft, afraid that Carter in his frustration
might try to cause some trouble, finds instead that his fears are
wholly unfounded. Swanson completely subdues Carter in a "talkdown"
before the entire incident is terminated once and for all. One need
not assume, as does Bates, that the main reason Clark includes Swanson
in the story is to provide a character who represents the "single
•30

whole man,"

34

one "who affords us the necessary perspective."

^^Bates, p. 47.
^^Bates, p. 49.

It
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is enough to recognize that one of Clark's innovations is making
Swanson's character a foil to Carter's which, in turn, parallels the
much larger conflict that is the crux of the narrative.
Suspense continues to mount as the posse, following a tip from
the men on the coach, makes its way toward the Ox-Bow Valley. When
the men arrive at the mouth of the Valley, they see the flickering
light of a campfire and hear the bellowing of steers. Under Tetley's
command, they divide into four groups and begin to close in on the
area where the fire is burning. Three men are discovered sleeping
nearby. As in a stasimon, where the mood of the action is reflected
by the Chorus, here too the men reflect the situation at hand.
Earlier, they were seen arguing among themselves, trying to decide
upon their course of action. But their discovery of what appear to
be the rustlers serves, albeit briefly, to quell the dissension within
their ranks.

"We weren't a friendly gang anyway; no real friends in

the lot" (p. 200), Croft observes. But for the time being the men
are willing to work together in unison:
So we went out in a group, plowing a wide track through the
half-frozen sponginess.- Tetley,and Farnley and Mapes rode
abreast ahead. They didn't any of them want another to get
there ahead of him. Young Tetley and I came behind them,
and there were two other riders following us. We all
watched toward the fire steadily, (p. 201)
Most of Ox-Bow's fourth section is devoted to a description of
events leading up to the catastrophe. The three men are rudely
awakened and disarmed, whereupon Tetley begins a harsh interrogation
of his captives. But only one of the three, a young man named Donald
Martin, responds to Tetley's inquiry. The other two are a Mexican
called Juan Martinez, who professes to understand no English, and a

y
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weak-minded old man named Hardwick.

Martin, it is discovered, has no

bill of sale for the cattle he claims to have purchased that morning.
Although he begs the posse to give him time to prove his story, all
that Tetley will agree to is to wait until dawn before proceeding
with the hanging.
is initiated.

Now a long and tortuous kind of dramatic tension

As the men await the first signs of daylight, Martin

writes a letter to his wife which he then entrusts Davies to give to
her.

Davies reads the letter and is convinced that no guilty man

could have written it. He tries to persuade the other men to read it
also, but to no avail. Martin's credibility is eroded even more when
the Mexican, in attempting to escape, drops a pistol that is
immediately identified as belonging to Kinkaid, the reportedly
murdered man.

Despite Martin's claim that the pistol had been found

lying on the ground, the mob is now totally convinced that the three
men are guilty.

Thus, suspense and uncertainty are maintained by

unexpected events and the characters' moral vacillation.
The ultimate showdown between Tetley and Davies constitutes the
story's climax. As in a dramatic episode, it is here that the issues
are stated explicitly.

Davies pleads that the suspects be taken to

town and that Martin's story be investigated.

At dawn, however, all

the men except Gerald Tetley and three others side with the Major,
and the three captives are hanged from a large tree.

For in the final
35
analysis Davies, "the saint mangu^," as Ernest E. Leisy calls him,
lacks the will and determination to stand up to Tetley, lacks what

^^Ernest E. Leisy, The American Historical Novel (Norman: Univ.
of Oklahoma Press, 1950), p. 208.

^
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"^

Levi S. Peterson terms "the courage to enforce his sense of justice
36
with a gun."

"Davies, who opposed from the beginning the lynch-

mood of Tetley," Stegner observes, "failed to stop him because, quite
simply, Tetley had more guts than he did. . . . Evil has courage,
good is sometimes cowardly, reality gets bent by appearances.""^^
The section ends with the mob, now noticeably subdued, mounting
up to return to town. Croft notes that most of the men "shied clear
of Tetley, but he didn't seem to notice" (p. 267). This mood is
dramatically reflected by the natural order, which throughout the
novel is nearly always symbolic of the characters' state of mind.
The weather is calm at the outset, one recalls, but in the early
spring it is constantly changing and there is always the threat of a
storm.

As mob violence becomes imminent. Nature becomes increasingly

inhospitable, manifesting what Robert W. Cochran calls "the twin influences of the approaching storms of external and of human nature."38
When the three victimes are being put through their agonizing ordeal,
the snow falls so thickly at times that almost no visibility remains.
Now, as the posse rides away after the lynching. Nature again serves
to reflect the men's mental condition.
fall of the snow started,"

H

"I was glad when the last real

Croft confesses.

"It lasted only a few

minutes, but it shut things out" (p. 267).

Levi S. Peterson, "Tragedy and Western American Literature,"
Western American Literature, 6 (1972), 246.
"^^Stegner, "Walter Clark's Frontier," p. 95.
Robert W. Cochran, "Nature and the Nature of Man in The Ox-Bow
Incident," Western American Literature, 5 (1971), 262.
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The p i c t u r e changes abruptly i n the f i f t h section when the men,
on t h e i r way back to town, meet up with another group--a party
consisting of Judge T y l e r , S h e r i f f Risley, and Kinkaid, the man
thought to have been murdered.

Not only i s Kinkaid a l i v e but, as i t

turns o u t , the c a t t l e had been sold to Martin a f t e r a l l .

"Everybody

would hang i t [the blame] on Tetley now" (p. 269), notes C r o f t .

But

on learning t h a t three innocent men have j u s t been lynched, the
s h e r i f f f a i l s to carry out his duty, choosing instead to look the
other way.

" I haven't recognized anybody here.

We passed i n a snow-

storm, and I was i n a hurry" ( p . 270), he t e l l s the men.

He then

proceeds to select ten of them to help him continue his search f o r
the r u s t l e r s .

In Mary Beth Crain's words, t h i s episode i s " i n

keeping with Clark's unmasking of the sham that men c a l l the legal
process,"

39

f o r i t demonstrates that the moral code of democratic

j u s t i c e has no basis i n f a c t .
But while j u s t i c e is circumvented, psychological pressure
continues to mount, culminating in a dreadful f a t e ,

"The peripety,

or the reversal of f o r t u n e , normally occurs not in the f i n a l section
of the play [the exodos] but i n the episode preceding the l a s t
complete choral song," writes Harsh about Greek tragedy.

40

Like a

classical p e r i p e t y , Ox-Bow's " r e v e r s a l " i s s w i f t and conclusive.
After the men return to town, Davies t e l l s Croft that he must t a l k

^^Mary Beth Grain, "The Ox-Bow Incident R e v i s i t e d , " L i t e r a t u r e /
Film Quarterly, 4 (1976), 246.
^^Harsh, p. 15.
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with him.

Badly shaken by what has occurred, Davies blames himself

mercilessly for having failed to prevent the catastrophe.

Through-

out his confession, he insists that Tetley is but a depraved animal
and therefore cannot really be condemned for what has happened.

But

since he (Davies) know what was right, his failure to stand up to
Tetley—to kill him if necessary—is unforgivable: "I had everything,
justice, pity, even the backing—and I knew it—and I let those three
men hang because I was afraid.

The lowest kind of a virtue, the

quality dogs have when they need it, the only thing Tetley had, guts,
plain guts, and I didn't have it" (p. 300).
But even as Davies agonizes over his failure to act. Croft can
hear the men downstairs talking and laughing—as if nothing had
happened:
Neither of us said anything for a minute, and I heard the
voices downstairs in the bar and knew there was a change
in them. At first I couldn't figure out what it was. Then
I heard a woman laugh, a deep, throaty, pleased laugh, and
then her voice saying something, and her laugh again, and a
lot of men joining the laugh. Then it was all quiet but
one voice, a man's voice, telling something long, and then
the woman's laugh again, and the general laugh, as if they
were just a little slower than she was to get the point, (p. 289)
Just as a Chorus is often involved in the action's outcome, so are
the men also.

Unwilling to face the full import of their actions or

to acknowledge their collective guilt, they take up a collection for
Martin's widow--a token gesture. A key factor in the denouement of
the novel, they reflect what Grain calls "man in his absolute
immorality,"

*^Crain, p. 246.
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Ox-Bow's conclusion is likewise significant.

As in the exodos

of a classical drama, it is here that the full effect of the tragedy
is impressed upon the reader. The messenger's speech, a frequent
feature in the exodos, is closely approximated when news is brought
that Gerald Tetley has hanged himself, and that soon afterward Major
Tetley took his own life by falling on his sword.
is the final blow.

For Davies, this

Sickened and appalled, he lapses into a state of

shock. Although throughout this section the suffering of Davies
completely overshadows the fate of Tetley, once again the stark contrast between the two men is clearly marked.

Davies collapses under

the burden of his own conscience; Tetley is destroyed by arrogance
and willful pride. As George W. Fenin and William K. Everson point
out, "The instigating ex-officer, still without remorse for his
sadistic act, commits suicide; it is the mistake he cannot abide,"

42

Loy Otis Banks provides an appropriate summation: "Clark's people in
The Ox-Bow Incident are brittle; they cannot live with defeat.

They

either reject responsibility for a wrong moral act or, assuming the
burde'n of guilt, snap."^'^ And this same precept is conveyed in the
novel's final scene, as Croft and Carter plan to leave town for good.
Like the rest of the group, they too have found a way to mollify their
guilt. They "escape their consciences," Grain observes, by "convincing

^^George N. Fenin and William K. Everson, The Western (New York:
Orion Press, 1962), pp. 251-52.
^-^Loy Otis Banks, "The Credible Literary West," Colorado
Quarterly, 8 (1959), 46.
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themselves that they are still and always will be outsiders where
44
Bridger's Wells is concerned."
When Fred T. Marsh, writing for The New York Times Book Review,
declared that "the incident is just that--an incident—a nasty one,
disastrous to all concerned, but in effect a bit of local history
45
rather than a tragedy,"
critics had not yet discerned the meaning
behind Ox-Bow's structure.

It remained for later commentators to

discover that this novel, this "parable of the posse," as James K. /
46
Folsom calls it, has a form comparable to that of a classical
tragedy.

From their observations, however, there is no way to

determine the extent of such a parallel. What Peterson refers to as
"the novel which has done more than any other single work to advertize
the arrival of a new seriousness and artistry in Western fiction,"
Ox-Bow perhaps can best be described as a modern-day vehicle of the
classical tradition.

^ \ r a i n , p. 247.
Fred T. Marsh, "'The Ox-Bow Incident' and Other New Fiction,"
rev. of The Ox-Bow Incident, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York
Times Book Review, 13 Oct. 1940, p. 6.
^^James K. Folsom, The American Western Novel (New Haven:
College and University Press, 1966), p. 123.
^^Levi S. Peterson, "The Primitive and the Civilized in Western
F i c t i o n , " Western American Literature, 1 (1966), 201.
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CHAPTER III
THE CITY OF TREMBLING LEAVES
The City of Trembling Leaves, Clark's second novel, was published
in 1945, five years after The Ox-Bow Incident.
was mixed.

Its critical reception

Some commentators, finding the book much to their liking,

greeted it with unabated enthusiasm.

E. Douglas Branch, in The

Chicago Sun Book Week, called it a "sensitive and chromatic novel."^
Mona Harrop McElfresh, in a Library Journal review, termed it a
"Superbly written book which compares favorably with Thomas Wolfe's
r

Look Homeward Angel [sic].

The background of Reno, the High Sierras,

Carmel, seem a part of the characters, so closely are they knit together, while the impact of personality on personality is forcefully
2
conveyed. . . . For discriminating readers." Booklist spoke of it
as being "Very long and leisurely, quite unlike the author's Ox-Bow
3
incident [sic], but equally satisfactory."

E. Douglas Branch, "The Riches in a Man's Warm Heart," rev. of
The City of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Chicago
Sun Book Week, 10 June 1945, p. 3.
2
Mona Harrop McElfresh, rev. of The City of Trembling Leaves, by
Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Library Journal, 15 May 1945,
p.^W.
3
Rev. of The City of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg
Clark, Booklist, 1 June 1945, p. 286.
28
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But most reviewers, including many of those who believed that the
novel's virtues outweighed i t s defects, had some definite reservations
about i t .

Several f e l t that the story line was unsuccessful, and that

the book contained far too many autobiographical elements.

Equally

prevalent was the reviewers' complaint that the novel lacked a unified
structure, that i t was loosely organized, even formless.

Mari Sandoz,

in The Atlantic Monthly, took a notably diplomatic approach: "This is
a fine novel, a l i t t l e overlong and wordy in spots, but so was young
Timmy when self-conscious, and he was forgiven."

Jennings Rice, in

the New York Herald Tribune Weekly Book Review, called City "a wery
long novel, and l i k e many long novels—most of them, perhaps--it would
be better i f i t were shorter. I t is uneven. Yet i t possesses a magic
5
a l l i t s own."
William Maxwell, in The Saturday Review of Literature,
made a similar observation: "Like the large landscapes with which the
book is f i l l e d , his [Clark's] style is ample and spacious rather than
compact.

The reader whose l i f e is not leisurely may find himself

skipping paragraphs t h a t , in a novel of ordinary length, would hold
his a t t e n t i o n . "

Norah Piper, in The Commonweal, termed i t "a very

young book with intensity of s p i r i t but unevenness of accent.

The

Mari Sandoz, "The Atlantic Bookshelf," rev. of The City of
Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Atlantic Monthly, July
1945, p. 130.
^Jennings Rice, "A L i f e ' s Awakening to Music," rev. of The City
of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York Herald
Tribune Weekly Book Review, 27 May 1945, p. 4.
^William Maxwell, " A Different Reno, Nevada," rev. of The City
of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Saturday Review of
Literature, 2 June 1945, p. 13.
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development of the artist is a tempting theme and Mr. Clark has
successfully translated it into fictional terms with page on page of
beautiful writing interspersed with tedious passages."'' And Edmund
Wilson, writing for The New Yorker, contended that the book possessed
vitality, but was marred somewhat by a lack of unity and authorial
selectivity:
The writing of Mr. Clark's novel, though it sometimes gives
an effect of dilution, of needing to be compressed and
trimmed, has a literary sureness and a purity of taste
rather rare in American fiction; it is natural without
beging colloquial in the conventional Hemingway manner-quite free from either selfconsciousness or effort. He
slips sometimes, as if without knowing the difference, into
images that are insipid or banal, but he can more often set
flowing phrases which are at once precise and fresh.^
Still other critics maintained that City, despite its publication
date, was probably a "first novel." Lincoln Barnett, in The New York

f
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Times Book Review, argued the case with conviction:
Since first novels tend to be autobiographical--and hence
infused with an emotional credibility born of personal
experience--their purely imaginative sequels are often as
not disappointing. It would appear that Mr. Clark has
reversed this tendency. "The Ox-Bow Incident," whatever its
historical basis, was from the literary point of view a
successful piece of creative fiction. "The City of Trembling
Leaves" bears all the marks of an autobiographical novel.
And despite the chronology of its publication it also bears-in content, length and style—the characteristics of a first
novel. Where "The Ox-Bow" was taut and sinewy, "The City of
Trembling Leaves" is leisurely, contemplative, microscopically
detailed and laden with passages of devotedly ornamental

Norah Piper, "More Books of the Week," rev. of The City of
Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Commonweal, 29 June
1945, p. 267.
^Edmund Wilson, "White Peaks and Limpid Lakes: A Novel about
Nevada," rev. of The City of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg
Clark, New Yorker, 26 May 1945, p. 76.
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prose. I t deals, as does many a f i r s t novel, with the
struggles of a sensitive protagonist—in boyhood, adolescence and youth--to adjust himself to a materialistic world
and capricious universe.^
City's dissimilarity to Ox-Bow, however, led to some rather unfavorable
assessments.

Orville Prescott's comments in The Yale Review are a

case in point:
Unlike that spare, compressed, powerful little book [The Ox-Bow
Incident], Mr. Clark's current novel is huge, sprawling, and
• formless. Lyrical, subjective, elaborately and musically
written, it is a semi-autobiographical account of the harassed
ascent to maturity of a sensitive, artistic boy. Isolated
episodes are wonderfully effective, but the total impression
is so vague as to be almost incoherent. Mr. Clark pours into
his book too much of everything, too much scenery, too much
youthful sex, too much youthful questing for certainty, too
many irrelevant characters. He has an ecstatic joy in words
and fine skill in their use, but, like Thomas Wolfe, whom he
somewhat resembles in this book, he has overwritten and underedited. 1°
Perhaps the most caustic review of all was published in The Nation—
the critic, Diana Trilling:
If Walter Van Tilburg Clark's new novel, "The City of
Trembling Leaves" . . . , proved to be at all to my liking, I
had intended, before writing about it, to read "The Ox-Bow
Incident," his highly esteemed first novel. But the 690
pages of Mr. Clark's present book—it is the detailed story
of the boyhood and young manhood of one Timothy Hazard of
Reno, Nevada--strainedmy endurance to the point where no
consideration of critical thoroughness could persuade me to
pursue this intention. "The Ox-Bow Incident" has been
described to me as a tightly knit, dramatic narrative, very
much in contrast to the loosely constructed, undramatic "City
of Trembling Leaves," and it has even been suggested that in

^Lincoln Barnett, "Adventures of Timothy Hazard," rev. of The_
City of Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York Times
Book Review, 27 May 1945, p. 4.
^%rville Prescott, "Outstanding Novels," rev. of The City of
Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Yale Review, 35 (1945),
191-92.
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actual composition the second novel may be the earlier
work. . . .
I find little virtue in "The City of Trembling Leaves"
and a myriad of all too familiar modern vices, of style and
thinking and feeling.11
But Clark himself has the final word.

In a letter to Max Westbrook

he emphatically refutes his reviewers' erroneous suppositions:
No--The City of Trembling Leaves was not written before Ox-Bow
and publishedTater. That assumption, I think—and the question has been put to me often—arises from another equally
incorrect assumption—that the book is intensely autobiographical --and was just one of those things ewery young
writer has to get out of his system. Another reaction-common to nearly all the reviewers--whether they liked the
book or not—arose from those assumptions, I believe--that
City was a loose, picaresque novel, a mere loose sequential
accumulation of remembered experiences. ...
I did make
several bad passes at something like The City before I wrote
Ox-Bow—but the book that was printed was a complete reconception, and no part of it was written before Ox-Bow. Nor is
it anything like as autobiographical as has been generally
assumed.12
Equally relevant are some comments Clark made in his review of
A. B. Guthrie,Jr.'s These Thousand Hills:
It would appear . . . that Mr. Guthrie has sought to embody
the spirit of each era of his series in the kind of man
created by that era and most important to it. It would also
appear that he has sought to give the very form of each book
a reinforcing likeness to that spirit—for "The Big Sky," a
world vast, loose and scenic; for "The Way West," a world
narrow and moving, and for "These Thousand Hills" a world
tight, various, uncertain and contentious. And if "These
Thousand Hills" does not move with quite the certainty and
power of its predecessors, it seems likely that the difference

^^Diana Trilling, "Fiction in Review," rev. of The City of
Trembling Leaves, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The Nation, 23 June
1945, pp. TU^^^UT.
^^Westbrook, pp. 68-69.
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results, not from any faltering on Mr. Guthrie's part, but
from the nature of his materials.13
One can apply this same line of argument to Clark's own writings.
Whereas Ox-Bow is structured compactly, economically, along classical
lines. City's theme and subject matter demand a different format, one
that is appropriate to the nature of the work itself. To condemn City
because it is loosely structured is, therefore, pointless. For that
is the way it was meant to be.
City's scheme of organization is aptly conveyed in the novel's
opening paragraph. The trees in Reno, says the narrator (whose name,
incidentally, is Walt Clark!), "have regional meanings within their
one meaning, like the themes and transitions of a one-movement
symphony.

It would be impossible to understand Tim Hazard without

hearing these motifs played separately before you hear them in the
whole." 14 In music, "a one-movement symphony" is generally referred
to as a movement in sonata form, a term, as Calvin S. Brown points out,
whose "specific application is to the structure of a single movement.
We may define a sonata as a work in several movements, at least one
of which (usually the first.) must be in sonata form.

For this reason

the term 'first movement form' is sometimes used as a synonym of
'sonata form.'"^^
l^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "When Settlers Began to Take Over,"
rev. of These Thousand H i l l s , by A. B. Guthrie, J r . , New York Times
Book Review, 18 Nov. 1956, pp. 1 , 54.
l^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The City of Trembling Leaves (New
York: Random House, 1945), p. 3. Subsequent references to this edition
are cited parenthetically in the t e x t .
IScalvin S. Brown, Music and Literature: A Comparison of the Arts
(Athens: Univ. of Georgia Press, 1948), p. 161.
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More than one critic has commented on Ci ty's "musical" format.
Lee notes that a "relationship between music and nature is expressed
in the structure of The City of Trembling Leaves: the novel has the
'form' of a musical composition . . . with the theme of trees
announced in the first section of book and symphony appearing
again and again."

Reno itself is "divided into its 'quarters' which

are 'themes' of music,"

all of which has a direct bearing on the

life of Timothy Hazard, the novel's protagonist: "Against this natural
background and this city, all these antitheses. Hazard's themes (his
18
life) are played."
Harry R. Warfel takes a corresponding approach:
The City of Trembling Leaves . . . combines a picture of the
sensitive adolescence and slow maturing of Tim Hazard, revealed
largely through the effects of a prolonged and hopeless highschool love affair in the Reno, Nevada, of the 1920's, with a
representation of the difficulties of artistic growth (Tim is
a musician) in the indifferent environment of modern, smalltown America. The interdependence of the two themes, and
their ultimate resolution into one, indicates a musical
approach to the problem of form; the artist-in-America theme
is reinforced by the secondary and finally almost contrapuntal
theme of Tim's friendship with Lawrence Black, a painter.1^
But these same insightful critics fail to acknowledge City's relation
to sonata form, thus overlooking what may be the novel's most important structural element.

^^L. L. Lee, "Walter Van Tilburg Clark's Ambiguous American
Dream," College English, 26 (1965), 385.
^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 32.
^ \ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 33,
^^Harry R. Warfel, American Novelists of Today (New York:
American Book Co., 1951), pp. 90-91.
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A movement in sonata form is comprised of three parts: an
exposition, a development section, and a recapitulation.

In the

exposition the drama is set up, the conflicts or problems "exposed."
The section begins with a statement of the principal subject or theme
in the tonic key. A transition or bridge leads to a second theme,
designed as a contrast and written in a closely related key.

Usually

the exposition is rounded off by the emergence of a considerably less
important third subject.
be freely manipulated.

In the development section the themes can
Select thematic material is frequently broken

down into its smaller components. New material may also be introduced.
The potential or possibilities of the themes is worked out, the tensions
heightened, and the climax reached.

In the recapitulation there is a

resolution of the dramatic forces, an orderly release of tensions.
The themes are put in the tonic key and repeated in more or less the
same manner as when they first emerged in the opening exposition. The
repetition need not be literal or exact, but it must give the effect
of reiteration and continuity rather than of change and diversity. The
feeling is one of arriving home securely after a long journey,
pronouncement, or coda, may follow.

A final

Fashioned from earlier thematic

material to which new matter is sometimes added, the coda rounds off
the movement with a vigorous final cadence.
As if to confirm City's parallel to sonata form, Clark designs
the novel's Prelude to serve as a kind of structural microcosm.

Through-

out this section, Reno's various regions are characterized as independent motifs that are part of a larger thematic entity. The first
location described is the Wingfield Park-Court Street region where, the
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reader is told, "The newer part, on the island breasting the Truckee,
is out in the sun, and its trees are younger and more susceptible to
vagrant airs.

It is like a light motif dropped into the melancholy

central movement in anticipation of the theme of the outskirts" (p. 4 ) .
"The Court Street theme still dominates the region of Flint, Hill,
Liberty, Granite and California, all that height and slope between
Belmont Road and Virginia Street, the region of big rooming houses
and apartments, which owes allegiance to the Washoe County Court House,
and may be called the Court House Quarter" (p. 5 ) . Next, the reader
is informed that "Tim's best friend, Lawrence Black, whose life will at
times seem almost synonymous with Tim's, lived in this quarter when he
was a boy, and Tim says that his home echoed the theme, and was gently
and completely haunted from attic to basement" (p. 5 ) . A transitional
passage is duly provided:
On the north side of the Truckee River, the Court Street
theme continues, but in a higher and sharper key, interrupted by short ominous passages from the middle of the city.
Also it moves toward the north edge more rapidly and with
a quickening tempo, for in this district of the McKinley
Park and Mary S. Doten schools, the dominant houses are,
ff'om the first, the dying miniature Victorian and the
bungalows, and they don't influence the trees, (p. 6)
Then, all at once, a second theme is introduced: "When your reach the
little trees on the north edge, where Virginia Street becomes the Purdy
Road, or the region of upper Ralston Street West of the hilltop
cemeteries, there is a new theme, higher, clearer and sharper than
that of the south edge" (p. 7 ) . "Tim tells me that for him the theme
of the north edge is identified with a little aspen that grew in the
yard by Lawrence's cabin. . . . Tim and Lawrence and sometimes Helen
would sit out there in the sun for hours. . . .

All their thoughts
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and words were touched by the twinkle of the sun on the aspen and by
the whispering and rushing of its leaves" (p. 8 ) . The development
follows, wherein the narrator proceeds to reveal the potentialities
of his themes—to break them into their component motifs and to
recombine them into fresh patterns. Reno's north-east corner, the
reader learns, "is a theme almost strident, and saved from being as
intolerable as persistent whistles only by the yellow hills, like cats
asleep in the north, and by the greater and darker Virginia Range in
the east, through which the Truckee cuts its red and shadowy gorge"
(p. 9 ) . "The south-east quarter of Reno combines the qualities of the
north-east and south-v;est, yet has a quite different, quieter and more
uniform tone, because it is dedicated to the valley, into which it is
slowly spreading, and is not much influenced by any mountain" (pp. 9-10)
But in the recapitulation the opposing elements are ultimately reconciled: "None of the themes of Reno is isolated, however. They merge one
into another, and so one corner of this quarter, the Mill Street toward
Virginia Street corner, echoes the Court Street theme and the rumbling
and cries of the center of the city" (p. 10).
In one of his essays, Clark declares that the average Renoite
20
"is essentially a small-town person still," an assumption which the
novel firmly corroborates. And within Reno's provincial setting the
novel's principal subject—the physical, intellectual, and emotional
development of Tim Hazard—is explicitely stated. The narrator sets
the tone early in Chapter One:

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "Reno: The State City," in Rocky
Mountain Cities, ed. Ray B. West, Jr. (New York: Norton, 1949), p. 51.
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Tim went to the Orvis Ring School, the school by the
Western Pacific tracks, which were the dividing line between the university and race-track sections of the northeast quarter. The children who attended this school came
about equally from under the two signs, and not being
aware at this stage that there were any differences between their respective parents save differences of spirit,
which were individual, not sectional, they mingled in
absolute, cruel, lively and unembittered democracy, (p. 13)
One learns of Tim's early experiences, of specific encounters which
confirm his youthful innocence. When one of his friends tells him
that "Lucy and Gladys are gonna give out at noon hour, up in the
jungle" (pp. 16-17), Tim innocently asks "Give out what?" (p. 17).
Soon afterward, the asexual, idyllic nature of Tim's first "crush"
is carefully outlined: "He was being true to his true love Mary at
this time.

In fact he had already, though without reward, been true

to his true love Mary for more than a year. . . . Thinking about
Mary was an act of devotion" (p. 21). As the narrator points out,
"Timmy had yet a long way to go before he discovered that he had an ego
to maintain as a guide in all matters of moral confusion" (p. 21); he
has yet to perceive what Westbrook terms "the democratic integrity of
21
the individual ego and , . . the moral responsiblities of that ego."
But even as the principal theme is being established, some attention is focused on what soon will become the novel's second subjectnamely, Tim's development as an artist.

In Chapter Three, the nar-

rator explains how in Tim's school each student is asked to read
only as long as he makes no mistake. When it is Tim's turn, he gets
so caught up in the rhythm and flow of the poem that he reads it

^^Westbrook, p. 80.
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perfectly.

One also becomes acquainted with Jacob Briaski, a school-

boy friend of Tim's who aspires to be a concert violinist, but who
later commits suicide when he discovers that he lacks the necessary
ear for music.

It is, however, through his relationship with Jacob

that Tim first acquires an interest in things musical.

In the words

of the narrator, "the most important step in Timmy's musical beginnings
was his friendship with Jacob Briaski" (p. 33).
During a family outing at the beach Tim meets Lawrence Black, a
boy who will ultimately become a serious painter.

Lawrence, whose

subsequent struggle for personal and artistic fulfillment closely
parallels Tim's own, is presently engaged in another form of artistic
endeavor: the creation of a clay turtle in the sand. A real desert
tortoise, "content to remain where he was" (p. 51), rests near his
knee. The two boys join forces, and together they model an entire
"family" of turtles and "a harbor city in the sand" (p. 66). After
finishing their work, they move the turtles to a secluded spot near
the end of a peninsula.

"They squatted there, washed the clay and

sand from their hands, and felt that the affair of the turtles was
ceremoniously completed" (p. 65). The turtles, with what Westbrook
22
calls their "symbolically primal" significance, reflect the boys'
growing awareness that only through art can something be permanently
sustained:
"It'd be fun if we found those turtles again, some time a
long time from now," Timmy said. He felt that such a discovery
would somehow circumvent the chanciness of life.

^^Westbrook, p. 82.
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'I don't believe anyone else will find them," the boy said.
I'll bet they last forever."
"I'll bet they do too," Timmy said. (p. 66)

II T I

Soon Lawrence's father arrives, and Lawrence must leave. But the day's
episode has made a lasting impact on Tim's sensibility: "When he was
halfway up the beach, Timmy heard voices calling him.
answer.

He wouldn't

He didn't want to make a loud noise. At first he didn't want

to run, either, because he was heavy with sadness about losing Lawrence,
and full of questions about him to which he was imagining answers"
(p. 6 9 ) .
But in viewing these events, one is never allowed to lose sight
of the novel's main subject—Tim's growth as an individual.

It is at

a Reno race meet that Tim first sees Rachel Wells, a girl with whom
he becomes hopelessly infatuated.

He proceeds to worship her with an

ecstasy of secret love:
First he had to depose Mary, in order to make room for the
new Isolt; so Mary, now some nameless lady who had plighted
her troth with Sir Timothy-Tristram, became unable to bear
the stench of the grievous wound Marholt had left in her
lord, and ran off before daybreak with a visiting knight who
looked quite a bit like the boy called Sheik. This left
Timothy-Tristram sunk in despondency, but also honorably
released from his vows,- and taking with him only his trusty
squire, Gouvernail, he sailed forth to seek death or healing
at the hands of Isolt in Ireland. After long and stormy
mischance, they entered the cliff-bound cove at last, and
dropped anchor and sail. The moon stood far down toward the
sea, and the cove was sad in its light. Above shone the
orange window slits of the King of Ireland's castle, and
there, from her chamber in the highest tower, Isolt-Rachel,
sleepless with cosmic melancholy, gazed down upon the foreign
craft, (pp. 124-25)
One also learns of Tim's involvement in the annual high school initiation rites between the freshmen and the sophomores.

In effect, these

rites serve as a kind of personal initiation for Tim, marking his
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transition from boyhood to adolescence.
called him "Timmy."

Up to now the narrator has

But from this point on he becomes "Tim," signi-

fying that a transformation process has occurred.

As Westbrook notes,

Tim's ego, his self image, have for the first time reached beyond mere
childish fantasy:
Timmy's early childhood on "the sunny fringes of the widerness"
occupies, roughly, the first third of Book I. During this
stage in his development, his image of himself is that of a
character in his own fantasies, capable of dreamlike metamorphosis at the convenience of a childish need or whim. During
the second third of Book I, Timmy becomes Tim; and he
finds his dreams unwillingly anchored to a developing ego,
an inescapable awareness of himself as an individual.23
Yet much remains for Tim to experience before his development can
be completed.

"The circumstances are still those of the play-like

world of high school," declares Westbrook, "and maturation is a long
24
way off. . . ."
Throughout this period, Tim leads the life of a
typical high school student.

He attends "necking parties" where he

and other youngsters play games like "spin the bottle" and "post
office."

He becomes a good tennis player and a star performer at

track meets.

He plays trumpet for a local dance band.

As John Portz

observes, "He has no need to rebel against society, and in fact, does
not."^^

In this respect the novel is rather unique in its genre.

as Stegner points out,
the element of repudiation and compulsive self-exile, almost
standard among spiritual autobiographies, is absolutely

^^Westbrook, p. 83.
^^Westbrook, p. 84.
^^John Portz, "Idea and Symbol in Walter Van Tilburg Clark,"
Accent, 17 (1957), 123.

For
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missing. Tim Hazard, this sensitive youth with musical
aspirations and a high cultural potential, grows up in Reno
and is never at war with it. It does not frustrate him. He
hardly notices it, in fact. He is absorbed with school and
girls, and running, and tennis, and playing in dance bands.
He accepts . . . the standards of his time and place, and
tries to star in what they value; or if he can't accept them,
he ignores them. . . .
He does not think of himself as
contaminated by moving from jazz bands to symphonies, from
folk music to composition, and back again—by the divergences of taste between himself and his town. Some things
he outgrows, as he outgrows his adolescent adorations and
excesses, but they have strengthened him rather than harmed
him.26
In Chapter Twenty-one, the perceptions of young adulthood finally
attain a permanent foothold. Written from the point of view of Tim
the adult, the chapter constitutes a long discussion of the nuclear,
a central theme that is difficult to define precisely.
calls it "Clark's version of the archetypal, the sacred.

Westbrook
It is the

touch of the original cosmos, a profound glimpse but never the
possessive attainment; and it is for Clark the central principle of
art, religion, and life."^^ To Tim, the secret of the nuclear power
is that it cannot be explained, "that it can't be trapped in a
definition or pinned on the cork by a formula.

It partakes of the

incomplete which is greater than any complete, of the question which
remains real while its answers, one by one, are abandoned" (p. 200).
Later, when Tim and Rachel attend a dance together at the Bowers'
Mansion, now an old and deteriorating commercial resort, Tim perceives
"the tall, stately poplars which defended Bowers' Mansion from the
valley" (p. 272) as symbolizing a universal truth:

^^Stegner, "Walter Clark's Frontier," p. 96.
^^Westbrook, p. 86.
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This was the sacred grove of a faith which was no longer even
an effective mythology. Yet the great "Why?" always at the
.center of the little "whats" and "hows" that make religions
into mythologies is often stronger in dead temples than in
living. Mortality gives the Why its power, and mortality is
undeniable in the sacred grove of Bowers' Mansion, (p. 272)
Such thoughts signify a new level of awareness and humanity.

Boyhood

notions have been supplanted by more seasoned reflections.
But Tim's maturation is characterized by other factors as well.
Tim remains actively involved with his peers. He is still enamored
with Rachel, and thinks of her often.
longer that of a dreamy adolescent.

His attitude, however, is no
Undeterred by Rachel's image, he

has a serious love affair with a girl named Marjory.

Nor is Rachel's

power to inspire him creatively as strong as it used to be. His
commitment to music, rather fleeting at first, has become a reality
which exists in its own right:
That was his secret he would have to keep from Rachel, that
when he and the violin were together, he wasn't thinking
about her, but about everything at once, and wanting only to
say it all with the violin. It was funny he hadn't thought
of it before, but it was really that way whenever he played
what he wanted to, or was going well with a band that was
going well, or was writing a song or a poem that moved him.
They would nearly all begin with Rachel. In his mind he
would be playing or writing for Rachel, but when the creation
took hold of him, he was for everybody, or perhaps even for
nobody, (p, 289)
As in sonata form, a transition or bridge is now provided which
leads to the second theme—Tim's growth as an artist.

The transition

begins when Tim's younger brother Willis, whom Lee terms "the quiet
28
anarchist, subversive in that subtle way only,"
leaves home for

28Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 34.
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good in order to lead his own life.

Soon afterward Mrs. Hazard dies,

and with her dies all semblance of family unity.

Mr, Hazard, who has

always loved the sea, puts the family house up for sale and moves to
San Francisco.

Tim, now left to his own devices, elects to remain in

Reno.
In Book Two, the second subject emerges in full force.

For the

first time in the novel the prime focus is on Tim's budding artistry,
on his painstaking efforts to become a serious composer:
He'd remember everything he had tried to write seriously,
tried to make say something, all the piano studies, a couple
of violin concertos, the songs, the three abandoned attempts
at the symphony of leaves, which wouldn't come whole, which
always died in the second theme, the Court Street, Wingfield
Park theme, and suddenly his stomach would flop over and
sink away toward the bottom of everything, and he would want
to put his head down on his arms and weep. (p. 346)
And in trying to put his imagination to work, he turns to Nature for
spiritual renewal.

His "inner life," Stein declares,

seeks external expression through transcendental-like
experiences in nature. It is there that Tim Hazard enjoys
a purification of spirit, a resolution of conflict. Alone,
or with Walt Clark, or with Lawrence Black, or with Rachel
Wells, he goes to the mountains and lakes around Reno to
refresh his store of spiritual energy, to cast off the
impedimenta of society. . . . Peavine and Rose, the two
peaks overlooking the valley in which Reno . . . lies
throbbing under its blanket of trees in the arms of nature,
polarize the conflicting elements in Tim Hazard he must
reconcile to achieve wholeness.29
In the chapter entitled "The fountain," Tim and Rachel make a ritual
climb up Mt, Rose,

The atmosphere is one of playful contentment.

Tim

remarks that whenever he comes here he feels the mountains and lakes

Stein, pp. 269-70.
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to be inhabited by "guardians" and "sprites." He "initiates" Rachel,
and together they complete the ritual—they touch water; they swim
naked in the mountain lake. In the words of Herbert Wilner, "The
natural setting acts as an intermediary for the characters, teaching
them through the sharing of a mystic experience what words cannot
convey. 1.30
Throughout the ensuing chapters, the evolution of the questing
artist is graphically portrayed.

In a letter to Walt Clark, Tim

expounds upon Henry Adams:
Why, all through the two great books [the Education and
the Mont St. Michel and Chartres], is there nothing about a
mountain, a river, a tree, a flower, a bird, fish, snake,
animal, star, unless they're in stained glass? How, for
instance, could Adams wander all over the tremendous west
and tell us nothing but what he had thought in Washington,

fiyH
[J
to

D.C.? . . .

'.S

"Adams, weren't you in love with a stained-glass
Virgin?" (pp. 427, 428)
Tim's indictment of what he perceives as Adams' excessive intellectual ism and love of the perfect is revealing in light of his own
experience. For as an artist he too must enter the life of the thing
itself and rid himself of the generality of abstraction. That he
ultimately does so distinguishes him from Lawrence Black, whose
"destructive desire for perfection" (p. 610) condemns him to both
personal and artistic failure. Westbrook observes that it is Lawrence's
"native tendency to be too analytical and too aware of self" that
31
"poisons finally his talent for art."

-^^Herbert Wilner, "Walter Van Tilburg Clark," Western Review,
20 (1956), 114.
'^^Westbrook, p. 89.
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This same theme is reiterated in the section on Knute Fenderson.
It is Fenderson, a musician whom Tim meets at a Reno night club, who
persuades Tim to come to his place in Carmel, California, because
"nobody ever bothered you in Carmel, and Tim could have the piano all
day, because he used it only at night" (pp. 467-68). Like Lawrence
Black, Fenderson seeks the impossible ideal of perfection. Only in
his case, as Westbrook notes, "the love of perfection has become so
fanatic, so unrealistic, that Clark moves into farce."32 This is
especially evident in the chapter entitled "The Life of Knute Fenderson,
by Stephen Granger," in which Fenderson's zealous quest for purity is
affectionately lampooned by one of the other musicians. What is most

*r)

significant about this section, however, is its impact on Tim's

to

artistic sensibility. Under the influence of Fenderson and fellow

Ijj

musician Teddy Quest, Tim begins to utilize effectually his abilities

't
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as a creative individual: "Tim learned a great deal from both Knute

:D

and Teddy, and under their influence was compelled to put in order much

jj

that he already knew in a disorderly way" (p. 488). As Wilner points
out, Tim's "sojourn in Bohemia" enables him "to learn from the grotesqueness of other creative personalities what his own uniqueness is."

33

And by his willingness to recognize and accept what Carpenter terms the
"radical imperfection of things,"
virtually assured.

^^Westbrook, p. 89.
^-^Wilner, p. 115.
^^Carpenter, p. 243.

his maturation as an artist is
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In sonata form, the exposition frequently concludes with a
rather less consequential third subject. In City, the chapters
depicting Tim's relationship with Eileen Connor serve a comparable
function. Throughout this section Clark unifies the story's central
ideas without sacrificing the intense dramatic movement of the novel
as a whole. Idea and experience interrelate, and the work of art—a
"single-movement orchestral work" entitled The Stone Woman (p. 5 3 1 ) —
represents their fusion. Henry Nuwer observes that "Tim's composition
results directly from an unhappy sexual encounter with Eileen," 35
whose "throat and shoulders and breasts" are "as glossy and cold as
marble in that colorless clarity" (p. 550). "She was a white stone

;jj

over which he poured the ocean of his inspired and hopeful words. The

}^

visions streamed down from her in a receding wave, and the stone

;H
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emerged into the light unchanged" (p. 551).
What constitutes City's development section begins when Tim
—
leaves Carmel. Here, as in sonata form, the potentialities of the
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thematic material are freely exploited. After a seemingly uneventful
visit with his father in San Francisco, Tim experiences a fresh burst
of creative inspriration:
Possibly the visit to Mr. Hazard had something to do with
it, but whatever the cause, the fact remains that two mornings
after the trip to San Francisco, Tim awoke with the symphony
of leaves working in him once more. The mysterious happiness
of the little aspens of the outskirts was already nearly
audible, (p. 573)

^^Henry Nuwer, "Jeffers' Influence Upon Walter Van Tilburg Clark,"
Robinson Jeffers Newsletter, No. 44 (1976), p. 16.
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But shortly thereafter, an urgent appeal from Lawrence's wife Helen
compels him to go to Los Angeles. There he encounters Mr, Hule, the
epitome of false culture and sophistication, whose expertise "in all
manner of things" (p. 583) is merely a veneer that covers a sterile
and avaricious nature. "Hule, the pure product of the city," Lee
observes, is "the very antithesis of the true
36
natural world."
It is therefore imperative
stifling confines of Hule's domain, from what
tive touch of Los Angeles."37 His search for

artist at one with the
that Tim escape from the
Lee calls "the destrucLawrence takes him to

the deserts of Nevada, where the two companions remain until their
strength is renewed. "In the desert nature is harsh, but . . . regen-
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erative," declares Chester E. Eisinger. "The desert tests the

jo

spiritual and physical qualities of Tim and his friend Black; it purges

Ij}

them of the crippling illness induced by the money and phony culture
of the city (Beverly Hills) they have just fled.""^" Clark, in one of

St
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his essays, describes the desert's mighty impact. Anyone who lives in

"j*

Nevada, he contends,
knows what the desert does to people, and how long it takes to
get used to it, let alone to have the emotional current reverse
so that the desert attracts and seems to give life. He is
bound, if he has wandered around in desert himself, and most
Nevadans have, more intimately than highways will allow, to
know that even if one has come to love the desert, he is not
immune to moments of seeing it all new and strange again, and

^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 35.
^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 35,
^^Chester E. Eisinger, "The Fiction of Walter Van Tilburg Clark:
Man and Nature in the West," Southwest Review, 44 (1959), 214-26; rpt
in Fiction of the Forties (Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1963),
p. 315.
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feeling the fear it begets. He knows, also, that these things,
especially the attraction of desert, can't be explained to
anyone who hasn't felt them, that the mystery of desert is like
any other human mystery, something only the initiated can
understand.39
The third section of sonata form, the recapitulation, begins with
a return to the principal subject. This is essentially what occurs
in City when Tim returns to Reno--and to Mary Turner.

"Clark comes

back to the central theme when Hazard and Black separate," observes
Lee.

"Black goes away on his own; Hazard goes to Mary Turner, who

has been waiting for him for years."

And the musical analogy is

carefully sustained with a reemergence of the second subject. That
winter, while Tim and Mary are honeymooning at Lake Tahoe, Tim
composes his symphony of the leaves, a goal which up to now has steadfastly eluded him.

'JJ
lo

"With the creation of this work," Lee affirms,

;ri

"Hazard pulls together the conflicts and tensions of his own life,
and also the conflicts and tensions of the novel." 41 Thoughts of

It

Rachel often crop up: "During this time Tim thought often about Rachel.
She brought the Court Street passages with her, and the islands in the
river, and the white peak that was the symbol of oneness, the height
toward which the music always reached, and she wandered in and out of
all the rest" (p. 6 8 5 ) . But Tim, now the true artist, is no longer
dominated by these reflections. Wilner provides an apt summation:

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "Nevada's Fateful Desert," Holiday,
Nov. 1957, p. 100.
^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark,- p. 36.
^ k e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 36.
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By the end of the novel, coincident with his final understanding of the ideal Rachel and his new peace with his wife
Mary, the abiding friend of his childhood, Timothy completes
the symphony called "The City of Trembling Leaves," The
work had eluded him all the time he was tormented by the misunderstood image of Rachel. Now, at the end, married to Mary,
though still susceptible to the memory of Rachel but not
tormented by it, the idea of the natural cycle . . . is fulfilled. The harmony of musical motif prefigured in the
Prelude of the novel is echoed in the harmony of vision.^^
The novel concludes with a Postlude which, like the coda in sonata
form, serves as a summing up or peroration. Six years have elapsed
since the winter at Tahoe. The scene is one of optimism and
tranquility. Tim, happily married and the father of two children, is
working on an oratorio entitled The Tower to Heaven, in which he is

n
"combining the history of mankind as told by the poplars of Bowers'

J<

Mansion, and a version, in which humanity triumphed, of the legend of
Babel which had so troubled him in his boyhood" (p. 688).
Eisinger finds the outcome unconvincing:
Tim is the all-around all-American boy who strives to succeed
in mutually exclusive areas of human endeavor and in mutually
antagonistic areas of society. It is simply too much of a
good thing that Tim should be star athlete and sensitive
artist, but it is worse that he is never made to recognize
the incompatibility of middle-class philistia and artistic
bohemianism. He is not given to understand that the goals
of one group will corrupt those of the other, and that striving
in both areas will corrupt him.43
But other critics, aware of Clark's intent, take a more affirmative
approach.

City, Bracher declares, "is a portrait of the artist growing

up, but the problem is not the artist's struggle against society, but

^S/ilner, p. 115,

^^Eisinger, pp. 315-16,
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his psychological and moral struggle to achieve maturity and indi44
viduality."
Carpenter calls City a "story of the artist as westerner
and as American.

But the 'ordeal' of this western artist is one not

of alienation but of shared tragic experience."

Stein's comments

seem especially appropriate: "Timothy Hazard's conflicts do not stem
from his attempt to work out a modus vivendi with his fellow-man. His
problem is Timothy Hazard and his search for a complete statement of
AC

himself as a man and an artist."
And this "complete statement" can best be described in terms of
a movement in sonata form.

Each phase of Tim's life constitutes a

Statement of the principal subject, while eyery reference to his

'fl
'<

budding artistry represents a statement of the second theme. Westbrook

lo
*j

points to the fact that "The analogy between music and the story of
Tim Hazard is that music, like life, must be appreciated in parts, in
47
linear time, yet is real only as a complete whole."
At no time,
then, should one consider the book's "musical" form as something
abstract that can be discussed in isolation from the content.
Westbrook's complaint that the novel "may depend too much on lyrical
48
quality, too much on a musical composition the reader cannot hear,"
is justified unless it is recognized that the sense of a "musical"
structure, at once dense, broad, and complex, is essential to the

^Sracher, p. 281.
^^Carpenter, p. 244,
^^Stein, p. 269.
Westbrook, p. 76.
^^Westbrook, p. 90.
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novel's meaning.

The essence of Ci ty, as of a sonata, is movement:

that complex movement within the frame, movement from image to image,
which expresses the inner movement of ideas, of thematic development.
Beneath all the rich and complex structural paraphernalia is a novel
whose themes are not merely repeated, but are meticulously developed.

<

t

CHAPTER IV
THE TRACK OF THE CAT
The Track of the Cat, Clark's third novel, had its origin in a
narrative poem, was rewritten as a novel that was later discarded, and
was finally groomed for publication in 1949. Most reviewers termed
it a striking success.

"'The Track of the Cat' is one of the great

American novels of 'place,'" wrote Mark Schorer in The New York Times
Book Review.

"H
'<

Something of its nobility should be suggested by the fact that
one cannot bring to mind a similar novel of its kind that is
quite worthy of comparison. . . .
Mr. Clark's new novel . . .
transcends his own earlier books, being larger in scope than
his tight drama of a lynching, 'The Ox-Bow Incident,' and more
controlled than the loosely constructed, personal chronicle,
'The City of Trembling Leaves.'1

>
**
,H
^
t
*

Said Edmund Fuller, in The Saturday Review of Literature, "the growth
3

that seemed hard to expect after the first book, that did not appear
in the second, is here in the third. It is true that it is less 'per2
feet,' but it is of larger scope." Joseph Henry Jackson, in the San
Francisco Chronicle, declared that "the reason why 'The Track of the
Cat' will last, the reason why it is, finally, a novel of the first

Mark Shorer, "An Eloquent Novel of Place," rev, of The Track of
the Cat, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York Times Book Review,
5 June 1949, p, 1,
^Edmund Fuller, "Man Against Relentless Evil," rev. of The Track
of the Cat, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Saturday Review of Literature,
4 June 1949, p, 9.
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rank, is that the author says something of universal significance."^
In Holiday, Hilary H. Lyons exclaimed, "It may just be that Walter
Van Tilburg Clark is a young Lochinvar coming riding out of the West
to the American novel's rescue."
Critics were especially impressed by the powerful image of the
black panther, the novel's most complex symbol.

James Hilton, in the

New York Herald Tribune Weekly Book Review, declared that "Mr, Clark
is an old tradition, and his Evil One is well-cast for the symbolic
5
role."
In Catholic World, Blanche Jennings Thompson observed that
"The panther is real enough, as evidenced by his depredations among
the cattle, but he seems to stand symbolically for the even greater
g

evil that can exist in the soul of man."
Ironically, what adverse criticism there was had mainly to do
with Clark's use of symbolism.

Hamilton Basso, in The New Yorker,

J}
<

^
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t
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contended that Clark had seriously overreached himself in attempting
to give symbolic significance to that which he never successfully

;i;
:»
?

delineates.^

Time magazine, while conceding that "Clark writes in

^^Joseph Henry Jackson, rev. of The Track of the Cat, by Walter
Van Tilburg Clark, San Francisco Chronicle, 5 June 1949, p. 22
^Hilary H. Lyons, "Books," rev. of The Track of the Cat, by
Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Holiday, Oct. 1949, p, 20.
^James Hilton, "Old, Nameless Terror in the High Sierras," rev.
of The Track of the Cat, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York Herald
Tribune Weekly Book Review, 5 June 1949, p. 5.
^Blanche Jennings Thompson, "New Books," rev. of The Track of
the Cat, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Catholic World, July 1949,

p. 3T77
^Hamilton Basso, "The Great Open Spaces," rev. of The Track of
the Cat_, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New Yorker, 4 June 1949, p.~^7.
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clear, carefully composed sentences that command the respoect any
o

fine workman deserves,"

c r i t i c i z e d him severely for having "switched

from the cool c l a r i t y of Ox-Bow to a naive, sometimes murky symbolism
9
that gets in the way of his essentially simple yarn."
The result.
Time concluded, "is a splendid f a i l u r e in which a simple tale has
been smothered in a stew of inarticulated meanings."
Track, however, is not a simple novel.
and complex work of a r t .

I t is a highly involved

Lee calls Track "Clark's most ambitious

treatment of the complexities of the world"
of the novel's multi-faceted nature.

--a frank affirmation

And Track's persistent sym-

bolism, far from being a weakness or flaw, is one of Clark's most

^
<

successful delineations.

"With The Track of the Cat," Stein de-

Clares, "Clark confronts the reader with a fully designed, complex
12
symbolic structure, a machine which moves the entire novel."
Other scholars go even farther, arguing that Track's symbolic
meaning places the novel within a kind of allegorical framework.
Track, Bracher contends, "is almost allegory: the black panther
representing an evil immanent in nature or in man, and the brothers
and their Indian farm hand representing three attitudes toward
^"Smothered Incident," rev. of The Track of the Caj, by Walter
Van Tilburg Clark, Time, 6 June 1949, p. 106.
^"Smothered Incident," p. 104.
^^"Smothered Incident," p. 106.
llLee, "Clark's Ambiguous American Dream," p. 384.
^^Stein, p. 273,

%
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it. . . ."

13

Paul Deane believes that "the novel may be seen as an

allegory of the problem of evil—why evil seems to be an inevitable
part of life, why good and evil are often indistinguishable."^^
Folsom's interpretation is even more explicit:
The clearly allegorical structure of The Track of the Cat is
even more noticeable when we become conscious of the startling
similarity between the novel's plot and one of the most common
themes of fairy tale. For all its particular setting on a
Nevada ranch at about the turn of the century. The Track of
th£ Cat^ is as timeless as the tale it so closely imitates, the
story of the three princes who are sent on a quest, the successful completion of which will give one of them the hand of the
beautiful princess. Invariably in this story the two older
brothers lose out, and almost always the youngest brother wins
the hand of the beautiful princess through the aid of a supernatural agent.15

n
But Track, though frequently allegorical in design, is not a
true allegory. As explained in the Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics,
We have allegory when the events of a narrative obviously
and continuously refer to another simultaneous structure of
events or ideas, whether historical events, moral or
philosophical ideas, or natural phenomena. ...
If the
allegorical reference is continuous throughout the narrative,
the fiction "is" an allegory. If it is intermittent, if
allegory is picked up and dropped again at pleasure, • • -^^
we say only that the fiction shows allegorical tendencies.•'•°
Track, then, can be categorized as follows:
The new romantic conception of symbolism is illustrated by such
fictions as Moby Dick, The Scarlet Letter, The Golden Bowl, T^
the Lighthouse, anTo'thers, where there is a central symbol,

^^Bracher, p. 281.
^^Paul Deane, "American Elements in Walter Van Tilburg Clark's
The Track of the Cat," Revue Des Langues Vivantes, 39 (1973), 42.
15 Folsom, p. 175.
^^Alex Preminger et al., eds.. Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics
(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1965), p. 12.

^
^
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usually named in the t i t l e , with a great variety of suggestive
implications, but which lacks the continuity necessary for
genuine a l l e g o r y . l '
In Track, of course, i t is the cat—the black panther—that
serves t h i s function.

I t has even been compared to Melville's whale.

Milton suggests that " l i k e Moby Dick, the black cat is . . .
against which men may t r y themselves--a testing board."^^
are other s i m i l a r i t i e s as w e l l .

an object
But there

" I f one talks of good and e v i l . The

Track of the Cat, l i k e Moby Dick, abounds in paradoxes," states Deane.
"Like Moby Dick i t contains adventure, allegory, and the folklore of
an occupation involving t e r r i f i c struggles against hostile nature,"

20
declares Levette J. Davidson.

**
Carpenter argues that Track "challenges

comparison" with the Melville novel because it "exists on separate
levels of physical action, of psychological action, and of symbolic
21

J
*>
^
*

action, all at once."
Carpenter's remarks constitute the key to Track's structural
analysis on more than one level. There are but eight characters in
design. For like everything else in the novel, the structure demands
the story; the setting is restricted to a specific locale; everything
takes place within a three-day period.

But the events which occur in

this severely limited world comprise a kind of moral parable by which

^^Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, p, 14.
•^^John Milton, "The Novel in the American West," South Dakota
Review, 2 (1964), 69.
^^Deane, p, 42,
^^Levette J. Davidson, "Fact or Formula in 'Western' Fiction,"
Colorado Quarterly, 3 (1955), 286.
^^Carpenter, p, 246.
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the larger world may be better understood. Herein, each character
may be studied in considerable depth, and the significant interaction
between the characters explored in all their ramifications. Highly
psychological in nature, the novel often attempts to convey directly
the private psychic activity of individual characters—to depict
subjective, as well as objective, reality. Lee's summation is helpful:
The structure is part of the meaning, for the novel is a dance
of relationships in which external action is both a descent
into the individual unconscious and a picture of the actual.
The novel orders chaos, but it orders it only momentarily.
The four parts of the novel move in and out of the real and
the symbolic, and everything comments and questions.22
As the story opens, Arthur Bridges dreams that he is caught in a
mountain snowstorm and is standing at the edge of an icy cliff. He
is afraid to move for fear of falling. He hears a voice cry out,
"the voice of someone he knew and loved," 23 but fails to recognize it.

^
»
o
^
|
;
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Thrusting his hand into the pocket of his red and white cowhide parka,

J

he feels the little wooden statue of the mountain lion that he carves

«

for Joe Sam every year. Joe Sam, an old Piute Indian who works as a
handyman at the Bridges ranch, is convinced that the carving will ward
off the black panther, which he believes comes each year with the
first snow, bringing death along with it. This year, however, the snow
has come early, and the carving is not finished. Suddenly it dawns
22 Lee, Walter Van Tilburg ClajM<, p. 37,
^'^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The Track of the Cat (New York:
Random House, 1949), p. 3. Subsequent references to this edition are
cited parenthetically in the text.
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on Arthur that it is the panther that is threatening "the one with the
beloved voice" (p. 5 ) . Somehow he must try to help.

As he attempts

to climb down off the cliff, he f a l l s — a n d wakes up.
In his book The Interpretation of Dreams, Sigmund Freud argues
that dreams are wish-fulfillments whose significance is revealed only
after one has come to understand the dramatic use of the images
dreamed.

Among the "typical dreams" Freud describes is the death-

wish dream, wherein one dreams of the death of a beloved person.
According to Freud, such dreams are manifestations of repressed hostility toward brother or sister, father or mother. 24
Arthur's dream, with its multitude of private symbols, clearly
fits the Freudian pattern.

But this private symbolism also serves

an important structural purpose.

/i
o

As Lee points out, "Arthur's dream

contains the first part of the book and so the whole book, just as the

2^

book contains the American Dream.

a

In other words, unlike Clark's

previous v/orks, this dream novel expresses the realism of dream, which
25
may be more true than the realism of actuality."
Thus, to a large
extent, dreams provide the factual foundation for the rest of the
story.

The ultimate effect and meaning of the piece would be incom-

plete without them.
As Arthur's dream evaporates into the cold light of consciousness,
two antithetical forces begin to emerge, each represented by what
Douglas G. Rogers calls "human avatars.

Arthur Bridges asserts the

^ S i g m u n d Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams, trans, and ed.
James Strachey (New York: Basic Books, 1 9 5 T ) , pp. 248-66.
^ ^ L e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark,, p. 38.
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core of good in mankind that opposes the destructive force embodied
26
by his brother Curt."
Arthur, the eldest of three brothers, is
intelligent, idealistic, and sensitive, a man with the soul of a poet.
77
He is, as Portz observes, "the compassionate St. Francis man" who
sees God in Nature, who worships the mystical, unassailable, eternal
power of the life-giving earth. By contrast. Curt is ambitious,
self-centered, and materialistic. As Harold, the youngest of the
brothers, declares, "There's only two things Curt loves: money and his
own way" (p. 29). Lee refers to Curt as "the essence of American
'masculinity,' the entrepreneur, the exploiter." 28 His "dream," like
his father's, is what Arthur terms "the fat dream" or "belly dream"

A
<

(p. 13), an obvious reference to the American Dream of unlimited
material abundance, of exploiting the land for material gain. To

lO
jTi

quote Rogers, "Curt, twentieth-century man, burns and butchers be-

*

neath the sign of the dollar and creates for himself a wasteland

5

29
where human values dry and decay."

I
',
If

The third and youngest brother, Harold—or Hal, as he is often
referred to--represents the middle way, a healthy combination of the
idealistic and the practical, a reconciliation of the apparent contradiction of good and evil.

Representing a new generation (he is about

^^Douglas G. Rogers, "Man and Nature in Clark's Track of the Cat,
South Dakota Review, 12 (1974), 49.
^''portz, p. 119.

^ \ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 41.
Rogers, p, 50,
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twenty years younger than his brothers), he seems to signify a genuine
hope for the future. Milton even contends that this "composite
character" bears "a striking similarity to Shakespeare's Prince Hal"
in that he "learns from . . . people and retains those traits and
on

beliefs which seem to be valuable and sensible."
The characters, then, not only represent themselves, but suggest
some larger theme or idea or feeling. "Each character, including the
cat, exists simultaneously on two levels, literal and symbolic,"
observes Stein. "And it is the symbolic function of each character
which dictates its literal action," 31 By the same token, the events
in the novel serve mainly to reveal character and not to resolve a

•<
•J

plot.

Although Track's form is basically r e a l i s t i c , the primary
'A

focus of attention is the conflict arising out of the characters'
psychological states. And the struggles portrayed are as often as

.jj
I?
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not the struggles of the characters against themselves as much as
.1

against other people and circumstances,
In the early chapters of the novel, one is introduced to the
weaknesses of each member of the Bridges family. At first these weaknesses are only lightly mentioned by the characters. But as the story
proceeds they are referred to again and again. Mrs. Bridges, "more
32
housekeeper than woman," as Vernon Young describes her, is an
"^^'Iton, "The Western Attitude," p. 66,
^^Stein, p, 273,
^^Vernon Young, "An American Dream and Its Parody," Arizona
Quarterly, 6 (1950), 117.

j
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embittered, guilt-ridden Puritan whose day-to-day existence constitutes
the re-enactment of rigid. Old Testament doctrine. To her mind, beauty
and love are dangerous and disgusting attributes that have no place
in the world.
familiar.

So too is her mind closed to all that is new or un-

In Deane's words, "she stands for all the uneducated and

unaware who instinctively mistrust what they do not understand, in
short for historically American dislike of intellectuals and intel33
lectualism."
Her husband, who came West as a youth to "strike it rich," is
now a disappointed old man who spends most of his time drinking and
reminiscing about his past life in San Francisco. Still committed to
what Lee terms "the American idea that worldly success is what makes
value and that the natural world is there only to be exploited,"34
Mr. Bridges' failure to "make it"—that is, to attain the materially
abundant life—has left him with nothing but the faded memories of
what might have been. He, like Curt, prides himself on his hard-nosed
"practicality," and refers to the books Arthur reads with utter
contempt and disdain: "Novels and poetry and fairy stories about the
ancient Greeks and the Chinese and the Lord only knows what.

Not a

dependable fact or a piece of usable information in the whole lot"
(p. 55).
Their daughter Grace, a former schoolteacher, is sensitive and
sympathetic.

But her inability to cope with her frustrations and

^'^Deane, p. 41.
-^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 41.
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repressions has made her what Westbrook calls a "psychological
35
cripple," one who will spend the rest of her life in unfulfilled
longing, an unwilling but helpless victim of forces beyond her control
Though her role in the novel is relatively minor, she poignantly
conveys the deleterious nature of her environment.
For in effect the Bridges' ranch house is little more than a seat
of constant harassment and conflict. Milton calls it "a little nest
of evil; it is where the members of the family gather to infect each
other through quarrels and bickering which accumulate until they can
be represented by the black cat, symbol of eternal evil, or eternal
mystery," 36 There is, of course, a precise structural connection

<

between each of these elements, one that is crucial to the novel's
import.

Wilner provides a useful summary:

!J
K

The novel is divided into two spheres of action: the outdoors,
where the cat dominates, where he is victor over two of the
brothers and is finally vanquished by the youngest; and the
ranch house, where the dominating, Bible-reading mother and
her harrowing notion of a tyrannical God command. The views
of each character toward the two dominant forces compose the
literal action of the novel and its symbolic structure.37
This is borne out dramatically by the two older brothers as the
begin their pursuit of the panther. The wailing cry in Arthur's
dream was no illusion; it was the cry of cattle being attacked in the
storm. Curt is convinced that the cat is still in the creek canyon.

^^Westbrook, p. 94,
^^John R. Milton, "The American Novel: The Search for Home,
Tradition, and Identity," Western Humanities Review, 16 (1962), 179.
^^Wilner, p. 117.
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and that it will be easy to find and kill. Hoping to impress Gwen
Williams, Harold's fiancee who is visiting the family for a few days,
he plans to bring the skin back as a trophy.

"We'll make you a

costume out of it" (p. 83), he tells her. Arthur, on the other hand,
respects the panther, not only the physical cat but the mythical
beast it has come to represent.

Possessed with what Wilner terms "an

almost mystical knowledge of its true significance,"

Arthur is sympa-

thetic to Joe Sam's superstition about the "black painter." To Joe
Sam the cat is a symbol of evil.

It is as big as a horse.

go right through it so that it can never be killed.

Bullets

But it can kill

viciously.
As the two men set out toward the canyon they carry only one gun
between them.

"There's no use taking a gun for my kind of cat"

(p. 39), Arthur reminds his brother.

In the canyon they find some

newly-killed cattle and the fresh tracks of a mountain lion in the snow.
Determined to hunt down the cat. Curt returns to the ranch house for
additional supplies, leaving Arthur to hold the trail. Arthur, however, pays little heed to the precarious nature of his situation.
Soon after Curt's departure, he mounts up and begins to follow the
panther tracks. But as he rides he daydreams; actual physical danger
he thinks of hardly at all. All at once his horse cries out and starts
to rear wildly.

Arthur is thrown off and, as he reaches for the rifle

Curt gave him, he remembers that its chambers are not even loaded. As
he tries to roll free, the panther leaps at him.

^^ilner, p. 117.

"Arthur, despite
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the serenity of his visions and his seeming intuitive harmony with
the natural world," Wilner observes, "is destroyed by his own
negligence, by his inability to account practically for the predatory
39
ways of that world."
Arthur's death plays an important role in the novel's symbolic
structure.

Part 1 ends when Curt finds Arthur's body and sends it

home on his own horse; Part 2 begins at almost the same time that the
body arrives at the ranch house.

Clearly, Arthur's influence and

significance are even more keenly felt after his death.

Even Mrs,

Bridges attains a partial understanding of her son's attributes:
"Seems to me I'm just learning a lot of things about him I should of

T
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knowed all along" (p. 221). But as Part 2 unfolds, it is Harold who

'>

acquires a sense of insight comparable to Arthur's, even as he manages

^

i
to sidestep his elder brother's weaknesses.
The point-of-view character throughout most of this section,

^
^
(•

Harold embodies potentialities of personal growth, awareness, and

J
.f

individuality.

His struggle with his conscience as the result of a

series of mental and physical frustrations he is put through constitutes a kind of baptism or initiation.

In his analysis of Harold,

Westbrook cites Joseph Campbell's description of the "standard path
of the mythological adventure of the hero"which, he contends, can be
applied to Harold's own experience: "A hero.ventures forth from the
world of common day into a region of supernatural wonder: fabulous
forces are there encountered and a decisive victory is won: the hero

^^Wilner, p. 118.
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comes back from this mysterious adventure with the power to bestow
40
boons on his fellow man."

In keeping with the traditional struc-

ture of the store of initiation, Harold's story is tightly organized
and adheres to a smooth unfolding of dramatic actions, with a
beginning, a middle, and an end, and a mounting suspense of interest.
Much of what happens, of course, occurs in the absolute solitude
of Harold's mind, and not in his objective environment.

His dream in

Chapter 12—which bears a striking resemblance to the dream that opens
the novel—provides the reader with fragmentary glimpses into the
intensification of his moral struggle.

In the dream Harold and Gwen

are in a deep ravine. They hear "a faint, excited cry from far

-i

above . . . , the voice of someone they knew and loved, and it was

5

either trying to warn them, or calling for help" (p. 135). At first,

^
;/

Harold is sure that "the enemy" has "a heavy rifle" and is "a yery
good shot" (p. 135). But as the voice continues to cry for help, it no
longer seems that "the enemy" is a man.

It is the black panther

stalking its prey. As Harold and Gwen run toward the place from which
the voice is calling, Harold hears a mumbling noise which he believes
to be the sound of the cat purring. When he gets closer, however, he
discovers that "the crawling creature" (p. 137) is not a cat, but
"Curt in his red coat" (p. 138). Curt is "mumbling continuously, without sense" (p. 137) and trying to escape "the enemy" who, Harold perceives, is "wearing the red and white parka" and is "taking aim down
the avenue with a rifle" (p. 138). Harold cries out a warning and.

'^^Joseph Campbell, The Hero with a Thousand Faces (New York:
Pantheon, 1949), p. 30.
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as the figure in the red coat turns toward him, he sees "Arthur's
face, bearded, and yery thin, white and quiet" (p. 138). Suddenly
Harold and Gwen are "standing in the north bedroom" (p. 138) next to
Arthur's body. The mother and father are there, and it is the father
who is "making that sound now" (p. 138). Harold knows that the man
with the rifle is still aiming at Arthur, even though Arthur is
"already quite dead" (p. 138). As the time and order of events
become increasingly more confused, there appears, "as silently as if
it had come out from inside, a neat, dark, round hole, perhaps large
enough to put the end of a little finger into, right between the eyebrows of Arthur's face on the pillow" (p. 138). But the report of the

n

rifle is not heard until long after the hole appears. Then Gwen

-j

vanishes, "as if the shot had carried her off too" (p. 138).

-;

Harold is awake now. Lying quietly on his bunk, he soon becomes
aware of Joe Sam's presence in the room: "He was standing close in
front of the stove, but facing the door. He was naked, and he was
shaking both fists above his head in fierce triumph. He was talking
constantly in Piute too, a low, excited chattering" (p. 139). To
Harold, however, this only makes the dream seem more real:
That's the purring anyway, Harold thought. That's the noise
Arthur was making, and then the old man in the bedroom. This
didn't set the dream back farther, though. It made it more
real again instead. It made it seem as if the dream was
alive in the room again, and Joe Sam had something to do
with it. (p. 139)
As the Bridges family's abused handyman, Joe Sam is a vivid
reminder of the white man's mistreatment of the Indian. But his
major role, that which carries the most symbolic weight, is to personify the primitive and animistic elements in man.

Existing in a

?
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world firmly anchored in earthly conditions yet mysteriously subjected
to spiritual directives, he becomes, in Carpenter's words, "a kind of
Greek chorus who realizes most clearly the nature of the tragedy of
the Bridges family on their western American ranch."^^

But Joe Sam

does more than recognize the evil--he readily accepts it as something
inevitable.

To him, evil is a force that no mere mortal is capable

of destroying.

One may succeed in warding off a calamity—as the

icon Arthur carves each year is supposed to ward off the "black
painter"—but the evil itself will always remain.
Harold's confrontation with Joe Sam constitutes the first phase
of his initiation.

For although Joe Sam is, and will remain, an

l

enigma to Harold, the young man takes a kindly view toward the cryptic

?

old Indian--an attitude which is of great import to the narrative as

^

a whole.

In his relation to Joe Sam, Harold is much like the folk

i
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hero who encounters in his quest an old and strange person. The hero
II

is kind and helpful to this person, and is ultimately rewarded for
his good heart.

If, however, he treats this oldster with derision or

disdain, one knows immediately that he will fail in his quest.
Track the situation is markedly similar.

In

Curt bullies Joe Sam and

is later destroyed; Harold continues to acquire strength as the
consequence of his compassion.

As Westbrook points out, "Hal's

ability to sympathize with Joe Sam is . . . one of those qualities
42
which enable him to offer hope for the future."

Carpenter, p. 247.
^^Westbrook, p. 110.
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But before this phase of his initiation can be completed, Harold
must undergo a series of trying experiences that severely test his
moral and physical courage. Upon entering the bunk-house with some
food that Gwen has prepared for Joe Sam, Harold discovers that the old
man has gone out, leaving his clothes and moccasins behind. All at
once Harold is overcome by irrational impulses: "Holy cat, Harold
thought, he's gone out with nothing on.

I should have seen his tracks

when I came up, he thought, and for a moment felt again the fear and
bewilderment that had made him sweat in the clearing in his dream"
(p. 155). What is even more disturbing, though, is that Joe Sam has
taken with him the jagged neck of a broken bottle—for what purpose
Harold can only surmise:
He set the plate and cup down on the box by the stove, crossed
quickly to the trash keg, and tilted it so the light from the
window showed the inside of it. The bottle neck wasn't there.
He let the keg back and went to the door and looked down the
hill toward the house. The fear took hold of him again. There
were only the two lines of his own tracks, one already
softened by new snow, the other still sharp-edged and clear.
For a moment he wanted to run back down to the house and see
with his own eyes that Gwen was all right. He wanted to
touch her and hear her speak. He was briefly possessed by a
superstitious notion that everybody on the place was changing
toward something strange and evil, but all of them together,
and so gradually that no one could see what was happening
except when some little hint of the unnatural got out, like
this. But then he saw the tracks, and they were real enough,
only already blurred by the new snow too. They went close
along the side of the bunk-house, and then straight up into
the edge of timber, where he lost sight of them in the brush.
Reading the tracks as far as he could see them, he could
imagine the old Indian making them, advancing slowly and
watchfully, and stopping often to look around, like a timid,
dangerous animal stalking something or escaping. He'd be
holding that bottle neck ready all the time too, like a
knife, (pp. 155-56)
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Struggling to maintain a firm grip on his emotions, Harold begins to
follow the old man's trail as it leads up a slope and into some
thickets.

Flashes of fear continue to well up inside him: "He

could feel between his shoulders the thought of the little, dark man
with the bottle neck in his fist and the secret joke in his good
eye, creeping out of some cover behind him" (p. 156). At times this
fear becomes so intense that he must stop to reassure himself:

"It's

still only Joe Sam, he told himself. A little, old man half your
size, and full of whiskey and dreams" (p. 157).
As he continues his pursuit, however, his terror begins to dissipate.

Soon he is able to accept calmly each situation as it occurs.

4

t

C

When he comes upon the carcass of a quail which Joe Sam has killed
and partially devoured, his reaction is no longer one of fear and

4

7

misgiving, but of calm clearheadedness: "He dropped the bird back
beside its bush, giving it a small, pitying thought, but no more, and
went down, and out of the trampled clearing along Joe Sam's trail
again" (p, 158). The trail leads back to the house--and stops under
eyery

window:^ "Looking in every place, Harold thought. He didn't try

to get in, though. What's he want to watch them for?" (p. 159). But
instead of going to the door, the tracks go "out straight across the
yard to the sheds and into the tunnel between them" (p. 159). Moments
later the pursuit ends. There is, of course, no danger, nor was there
ever any—only Joe Sam in one of his characteristically enigmatic
postures:
From the tunnel, he could see Joe Sam standing inside the corral
fence with his back turned. He was naked, all right, and one
of his braids had come unraveled at the end and hung in a loose
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brush behind his shoulder. He had the bottle neck in his
right hand, but he wasn't doing anything with it, just holding
it as if he'd forgotten it. (pp. 159-60)
No longer a pawn of his emotions, Harold proceeds to analyze all of
this objectively: "Harold smiled a little in his mind, remembering,
already as if it had happened a long time back, how he had made a
mystery to be afraid of out of this tired, little, old man, who was
just holding death off with whiskey and legends" (pp. 161-62).
The scene now shifts to the ranch house itself where, as Lee
observes, "the tensions, loves, and hatreds among the Bridges'
43
family" are presented, where everyone's life is in a state of
4

constant upheaval. Here, amidst the ruthless infighting, it is Grace

J

who sums up each family member:
Oh, God, I've needed to say this. We all need to. Even the
house needs to. It's rotten with lies and greed and bad
dreams. Arthur knew; oh, how he knew. But he was too kindhearted. He always forgave everything. All he'd do was make
little jokes that told the truth if you listened to them. But
you [Mrs. Bridges] and your God don't hear little jokes. And
Curt and Father don't even have a God, not any kind. Only
money. Only self-importance and wanting their own way, and
money, money, money, (p. 173)

>
i
]
'

And it is these attitudes that are specifically rejected by Harold
as part of his new manhood.

Instead, Harold binds himself perma-

nently to Arthur and Arthur's ideals. Standing at the graveside, he
believes that he is "pretty close to understanding what Arthur had
thought about things" (p. 223). He "looked down at the lid of the
coffin in the pit below him and thought, making that little, crooked

^ \ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 37.
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smile in his mind. All right. Art, I'll try and find out.

I'll

try and make things go the way you wanted them to" (p. 223).
But later, as he prepares to build a fire near the house as a
beacon for Curt, horrendous thoughts begin to well up inside him.

In

a moment of uncontrolled rage, he actually toys with the idea of
committing a terrible act of destruction:
All right, he thought, if you want a fire, I'll make you
a fire that'll show to Oregon. There's nobody to see your
goddam fire, but what do we care about a little thing like
that. We'll have a real fire. We'll burn eyery goddam bush
on the hill.
"Never let it be said," he muttered, feeling the sweat
beginning to come on his face, even in that sharp cold, "that
a Bridges ever did anything in a small way, even if the small
way would be better. Whatever it is, do it big, and do it as
fast as you can."
He worked faster, grunting every time he struck. Each
time a bush fell or leapt away into the snow, he caught it
up and threw it fiercely back into the circle where the
lantern was.
"Why not burn the damn haystacks," he glowled [sic], "Hell,
we're no pikers," he muttered. "Burn the sheds, burn the
house. Think what a light that'd make for the coyotes to see,"
Later, when his lips were curled back and his breath was
hissing in his teeth, he gasped, "It's Curt's fire. Do it
Curt's way." (p. 230)
The experience reveals a part of the self which is painful to bear
and which has previously remained hidden,

"Like Marlow in Heart of

Darkness," Milton declares, "Hal for a time walks the thin line
between Good and Evil, and he is aware of his position and is able
to draw back."

"Jeez," he says softly.

"Watch it, boy.

It's in

you too" (p, 231),
Harold's deepening psychological awareness and ability to evaluate
experience elevates his character to new heights. As Part 2 draws to

^^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p, 66,
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a close, he dreams that he is in the kitchen and that Arthur is
"sitting there across from him, whittling at one of the wooden cats,
and getting ready to make another of the little jokes you had to think
about too" (p. 235). Suddenly from far away comes the sound of someone screaming. Then Arthur leans toward Harold, "staring with
terrible eyes that had only pupils and no irises" (p. 235), and begins
to call him urgently and to shake him gently. Harold awakens to discover that Gwen is beside him and that she has her hand on his
shoulder.

Nor are the screams he has heard mere figments of his

imagination—something outside the house is after the horses.
The dream of hearing cries in the distance is reminiscent of
the earlier dream sequences, and suggests the presence of a lurking,
mysterious danger. By now, however, Harold's character has changed
from the insecure, frightened boy of a few hours before to an active,
unafraid, secure man. As Harold approaches the corral, it takes him
but an instant to transform a feeling of blind rage into one of calm
reflection:
Harold came to the gate and crouched there, holding onto the
center pole. He was filled with a murderous rage now, and at
the same time he wanted to run back into the greater darkness
of the tunnel and watch from there, with the wall behind him,
ready to defend himself. This straining balance held him
motionless at the gate through three quick screams. Then the
cold man's mind said. There's no black painter. You're sunk
in two dreams, that's all, Joe Sam's and the one you had in
there. You fell asleep on the table, (p. 237)
Though "for an moment" and "in spite of himself" he is overcome by
"a belief in the black panther" (p. 237), he refuses to panic.
Moments later the cause of the tumult is revealed.

Joe Sam is among

the horses, and is attacking Curt's horse with Arthur's knife. When

*
f
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Harold orders him to hand the knife over, the old man insists that
it was the "black painter" that he was trying to kill. The symbolic
overtones are, of course, obvious. But most importantly, the situation marks the climax of Harold's psychological growth. By the
time Part 2 ends, Harold has indeed come of age.
Serving as a structural counterpart to the novel's second
section. Part 3 also concerns an individual's transformation—only
here the process is totally negative. Whereas Part 2 affords an
account of Harold's development. Part 3 relates the step by step
progression of Curt's deterioration and ultimate defeat.

"The
4

third part, always in counterpoints to the second part," Lee declares,

'

"is the nightmare section of the novel."^^ Wilner calls Part 3 "the

^
4

heart of the novel.

'

In a sustained narrative of over one hundred

pages, extraordinary in that only one character is present and there
is little use of stream of consciousness, Clark has produced what
AC

should be a sort of monument in American prose."
Part 3 takes up the physical action where it was left off at the
end of Part 1.

Curt, having sent off his horse with Arthur's body

tied to its back, now commences to track the panther on foot.
Obsessed by a desire for revenge, he is determined to destroy the
creature "No matter what color, or how big, or how long it takes"
(p. 254), "Curt is the hard-bitten realist (like Captain Ahab in
Moby Dick)," observes George D. Hendricks.
^ \ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 38,
^^Wilner, p. 119.

"He is typical of the
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person who solves his problems with his fists or with a bullet. He
hates the black cat passionately and wants to confront it personally."
Deane's remarks are likewise appropriate: "Curt sees the cat as Ahab
sees the whale, a.source of all pain, evil, and horror; the animal
represents all the futility that Curt's ordeal has made the hunter
48
aware of."
Curt's decline, however, is revealed not only by the hunt itself,
but by the various dream sequences interspersed throughout this section.
For like their earlier counterparts, these are dreams that play upon
the situation at hand, that pry beneath the surface of things.

In his

first dream. Curt imagines that he is "kneeling by a small fire, . . .

J

trying to warm himself, and at the same time trying hard to remember

>

something" (p. 269). He feels certain that what he cannot remember has

j

4
i

to do with where he is, or with a danger which threatens him there.
Then he discovers that he is not alone, because Arthur is with him.
But Arthur's appearance is frightful and gruesome:
His eyes weren't open at all. Curt had mistaken the blue,
shadowy lids in the deep sockets for open eyes looking at him.
Also, his face was too hollow and still, and there were four
long, deep scratches across it, diagonally from the left
temple to his mouth, and his beard was full of twigs and clots
of earth and yellow v;illow leaves, (p. 270)
The dream becomes more and more distorted, and ends on a note of .eerie
uncertainty:
He was surprised to hear himself asking, in a worried voice,
"Where is the wooden Indian?" He hadn't intended to ask any

^'^George D. Hendricks, "Symbolism in Walter Van Tilburg Clark's
The Track of the Cat," Southwestern American Literature, 3 (1973), 78
^^Deane, p. 44.
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such foolish question. Joe Sam wasn't wooden.
"No," Arthur said. "I killed him. I had to," and opened
his eyes. They were enormous and frightened. He stared down
at Curt, and said, "Years ago," and held out his hands for
Curt to look at, as if that would explain what he meant.
Curt saw that his hands were red to the wrists, and that the
red was fresh, and dripped between his fingers.
"It was the painter," Arthur said unhappily.
That's it. Curt thought. The painter's wooden, and that's
just paint on his hands too.
"Don't say that. Curt," Arthur cried, so suddenly, and in
such a terrified voice, that Curt leapt up. Then he was alone,
and in complete darkness. Even the little fire was gone. (p. 270)
Curt awakens in a state of panic.

For a moment he actually believes

that the panther is "waiting for him on the snow above. . . .

He

could hear it sniffing up there, at the edge of the snow around the
tree" (p. 270). He soon regains his composure, but as time goes on

i
0

his fears grow stronger and more difficult to contain.

m

On the second night he settles inside a cave—where he commences
to burn Arthur's wooden carvings for firewood.

All through the night

the sound of the wind haunts his mind with a sinister effect:
There were actually two winds blowing outside. One of them
was yery big, and made a continual, hollow roaring high above
the pass. That wind belonged to the realm of immeasurable
mountain chains and the whole advancing storm, and did not,
at present, concern him. The other was the little, occasional
wind that came sniffing and snuffling at the chinks in the
wall beside his head, and his ears continued to listen to
that one a long time after he was asleep, (p. 298)
With sleep come dreams which, in turn, become nightmares. He dreams
that he is sitting in the kitchen at the ranch house.

Everything,

however, has a peculiar look about it. There are "five big chandeliers
hanging from the ceiling, chandeliers of the kind he had seen in the
bars and hotels in Virginia City and San Francisco," the walls are
"made in panels instead of wide, rough-hewn boards," the stainvay is
"carpeted in crimson with brass edges" and has "a turned mahogany

I
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rail" (p. 299). On the table in front of him are the remains of a
big dinner that he has just finished eating. By the north bedroom
Gwen is "leaning against the doorframe in a pose of deliberate and
interested indolence, with one hip high and her hand upon it, and
the other hand playing with a locket which hung down between her
breasts" (p. 300). She has "warm, brown skin, like a Mexican's or
an Indian's" which, even to Curt's confused mind, seems "amusingly
wrong" (p. 300). Tilting back in his chair, he begins a "contest"
with her. He returns her look slowly and steadily, "fencing masterfully with it, . . . hoping to make her look down, or in some other
way be the first to lower her guard" (p. 300). Becoming "suspicious
as well as apprehensive," Curt suddenly realizes that "Gwen, or the
big woman who was so much like Gwen," is trying to lure him into the
bedroom, "and not for what he wanted, either" (p. 301). All at once
the situation becomes something totally horrifying: "Then he knew
that it wasn't Gwen waiting for him in the dark in there, or any other
woman either. His fear became a paralyzing terror. He was standing
in an open doorway, where he couldn't see anything, and that heavy,
snuffling breathing was coming closer and closer to him from the other
side" (pp. 301-02).
Curt awakens momentarily. But the account reads like a continuation of the dream itself: "He knew now that it was the panther out
there, and that it had been out there for a long time already, that it
had gained over him a considerable advantage of preparation while he'd
sat in there letting Gwen make a fool of him" (p. 302). Falling
asleep again, he dreams that he can see the panther through the wall
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of the cave, can watch as it crouches "with its sniffing, snuffling
nose down to the lowest cracks" (p. 303). Then it dawns on him that
Joe Sam is out there also.

"He was helping the cat in its hunt,

and it was his mind and his unrelenting purpose which had all this
time made the cat seem so humanly dangerous" (p. 303). Curt knows
that the two are "working together," that the cat has been "waiting
for Joe Sam to select the best slabs of the shale, and silently, one
at atime, remove them until it could reach in" (p. 304). Noting
that the cat has "only one good eye, too," Curt sees the old Indian
"spring back, grinning, and vanish at the head of the niche, and the
cat sink down still farther. . . . They knew he had come to the end
of bearing his confinement, and they were preparing for his break"
(p. 304).
The dream ends--but the long nightmare remains:
The big dinner, the warmth, the glittering light, and the
contest with Gwen, had receded to an unquestionable and
regrettable unreality, but this was not true of Joe Sam
and the panther, waiting outside. He believed that their
actual presence there, particularly Joe Sam's, was to be
doubted, but at the same time a more credulous and forceful part of his being insisted that he consider them real,
and act accordingly, that only a fool would do otherwise,
(p. 305)
Even as he emerges from the cave, he finds it difficult to separate
illusion from reality: "It wasn't like waking from a dream.

It was

like entering one" (p. 308).
The remaining chapters in Part 3 constitute a stark, grimly
meticulous account of Curt's final hours. Page after page reveals the
terrifying, yet painfully slow deterioration of the man's mind and
spirit.

Lost in a mountain pass that he has never seen before, he
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becomes confused as to which direction he should go. When night
approaches, the black panther, "the creature of last night's bad
dream," returns to haunt his mind. "He could never quite catch sight
of it when he looked directly at a place where it had moved, but
always saw it out of the corner of his eye and just as it was
completing its swift passage between trees, and merging with some
black fir or cedar" (p. 336). He builds a large bonfire in order to
ward the cat off. But nothing, not even the fire, can assuage his
fear: "He didn't feel safe sitting down and in that open place with
the firelight on him.

The movements of the light in the edge of the

woods alarmed him repeatedly and made him long to jump to his feet and
raise the carbine against some shadowy threat" (p. 349).
Reclining before the bonfire, he dreams that he is in San
Francisco watching three women as they walk past him.

At first he is

sure that one of them is enticing him to follow. But then he realizes
that her glance was not "the signature of the invitation after all,
but an urgent, a terrified warning.

He became certain that her eyes

had been staring at him in horror, because of some danger which
threatened him" (p. 353). Suddenly he perceives that the source of
the danger is "a huge, black dray horse" with "yellow and peculiarly
human eyes" (p. 353) which looms "twice his height above him" (p. 354),
and its driver, "a man unbelievably tall and narrow, with yellow,
inhuman eyes full of a deadly delight" (p. 354). In the next instant
he discovers that this "vengeful, bearded man" (p. 354) is Arthur
himself.
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Here, the marked contrast between Harold and Curt is expressly
pronounced.

One recalls that in Harold's dream Arthur looms not as

a threat, but as someone who is desperately trying to warn his
brother about some danger. Moreover, while Harold manages to lay
aside his illusions and view his situation objectively, with Curt
this is no longer possible.

Curt's awakening banishes "the

impending threat of Arther and the intelligent horse" (p. 354), but
reconstitutes the old fear as strongly as ever:
Only after a long, hard-breathing, peering attentiveness,
during which the cold began to shake him again, did he dare
turn to get another bough to put on the fire. Then he had
to kneel and nurse the fire alive under it, and half a dozen
times, as he knelt there, he became rigid, and brought the
carbine to ready against a cat which wasn't in the edge of the
woods at all, but slinking along far out on the open snow,
(p. 360)
As Part 3 draws to a close, dream and waking moment merge
completely.
warn him.

In his final dream Curt hears a man's voice cry out to
At first he thinks it is Arthur who is calling. Then he

sees "the eyes turned upon him from beyond the fire" which have "that
same partly human look" (p. 362) as those of the black horse. But
the eyes belong to the cat, eyes which are "intent upon him" and "at
the same time mocking his helplessness" (p, 363), Nor is the cat
alone, for Joe Sam is there too, "just the way he'd been there at the
cave" (p. 363). The cat is "thinking about him with the mind of Joe
Sam" who wants "a good open chance at him" (p, 363), Again Curt hears
the voice call out, but this time he knows it is not Arthur.
the father who has gotten drunk and come to look for him.

It is

Curt

realizes that the old man is "walking right into the same playful trap
Curt himself was caught in" (p. 363). But at the sound of the father's
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voice, Joe Sam fades "back among the trees" where he waits "just out
of sight" (p.. 363).

Curt, "bringing up the carbine," takes aim at

the cat and fires "directly into the forehead interval of darkness
between the two great burning eyes" (p. 363).
Once more Curt awakens. But illusion and reality remain interlocked. Terrified that the panther will attack him at any moment,
he drops the carbine and starts to run. He cries out to warn his
father and then to beg for help.

In another instant, however, he

becomes convinced
that it wasn't his father down there at all, and that it never
had been. It was Joe Sam down there, ahead of him and just
to his right, in the edge of timber. Joe Sam had called in
the father's voice to fool him, to get him to start running,
or to jump up, as he had, and yell. He had done it to make
the cat leap. He was waiting down there with that knife in
his hand in order to finish the job himself in case the cat
should miss. (p. 365)
As Curt tries to flee from the cat "loping down behind him" (p. 365),
he plunges off a cliff to his death.

"At the last, when he runs

from the black panther in the dark and the snow," Lee declares, "he
49
is running from his own unconscious."
Thus, Clark effectually offsets the line of Harold's emerging
awareness against that of Curt's decline and ultimate defeat.

Clark's

use of such contrasting scenes is one of his most effective structural devices. But if Harold's success must be compensated by Curt's
decline, it must also pave the way toward a new kind of resolution
in Part 4. The shortest of all the sections. Part 4 affords a sense

49 Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 42.
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of affirmation found nowhere else in the story.

Even the dream with

which it opens presages the idea of consolation and security—unlike
the earlier dreams, all of which end on a note of foreboding and dread.
Harold dreams that Arthur has taken Gwen and him to a valley in
the mountains where there are white deer and a white panther--"The
lion and the lamb" (p. 374), as Gwen later remarks. Suddenly Curt
enters the dream and all the animals become frightened.

The valley

grows dark and becomes "a kind of jungle" (p. 374). Harold feels a
hand upon his shoulder, and knows that Gwen is trying to wake him.
Although at first he is alarmed because Arthur is no longer there,
Gwen's presence is a source of comfort to him: "She had known the
truth all the time, and perhaps she could tell him what to do. • That
was why she wanted him to listen to her" (p, 369), Nor is this all a
dream, for Gwen is there when he awakens, full of warmth and affection.

"As a foreigner Gwen is free of the kind of American repression,

largely Puritan, doled out by Mrs. Bridges," Deane affirms.

"She is

the immigrant element in America, and as drawn by Clark, she is less
restrained, more sensitive, understanding and strong. She loves
50
Harold and fights for him."
And this sense of affirmation grows steadily stronger throughout
the remaining chapters.

For now it is Harold's turn to participate

in the hunt, to take part in the symbolic ritual upon which the novel
will ultimately conclude.

Unlike Curt, who tracks the panther in

order to assuage his sense of pride and vainglory, Harold acts because

^^Deane, p, 41.
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the task is one which must be done, one which demands forthright
initiative.

In fact, his journey into the wilderness begins not as

a panther hunt, but as a search for Curt. And while Curt, in his
dreams, comes to associate Joe Sam with the threatening panther,
Harold is able to establish a genuine common ground with the old
Indian--a firm indication of how much he has learned.

Folsom

elaborates:
In the course of the novel Harold penetrates through the
superficial appearance of things to such an understanding
of their significance, which is symbolized by his decision,
when it comes his turn to hunt the panther, to take Joe Sam
with him. With Joe Sam's aid Harold manages to track the
panther down, and bullets from both their guns kill it,51
The legendary panther, of course, can never die.

"Not black painter,"

Joe Sam tells Harold, as the two men stand over the slain cat,
I guess we'll never get that one," Harold replies.

"No,

"Not get," Joe

Sam agrees (p. 403). Harold discovers Curt's body under a cliff,
but the only tracks he finds in the clearing are Curt's own.
Puzzled and a little terrified, Harold thinks "It might as well have
been your black painter at that, Joe Sam" (p. 402).
By the end of the novel, it is clear that Harold is now the head
of the family and that he and Gwen will be married.

"The marriage,

like that in The City of Trembling Leaves," Lee declares, "is a
promise of the continuation of life."^^ The cycle is therefore
complete.

Every character stands in the place assigned to him by the

^^Folsom, pp, 174-75.
^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 42.

-Us% f.Mii*.** •^^If--^ •
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symbolic and psychological structure that endows Track with its
uniqueness. Though the novel is constructed on the principle of
linear progression, with each scene following the next in strict
chronological sequence, it also contains what Westbrook calls "the
53
cyclical concept of unity,"
a reference to the underlying correlation between the hunting scene and the ranch house scene, between
the story's beginning and its end. "End and beginning make a circle,"
54
observes Lee.
And, by the time the novel closes, virtually everything has come full sweep.
Once, when asked to explain when he felt that a writer was "prepared to work independently, free of ties to teacher and textbook,"
Clark made this reply:
When he has attained a degree of proven critical detachment.
In other words, when he no longer tosses off a grossly Joyceian
piece at two in the morning with a feeling of tremendous
inspiration. . . . When he can evaluate his own writing with
sufficient objectivity and recognize another influence upon
it, when he knows when he is saying something that hasn't been
said before and can trust his own critical judgment—only then
will writing emerge that is truly his own.55
In Track, what emerges is a novel that not only is Clark's finest,
but one that is most clearly and perfectly his own.

Relying far less

upon structural "models" here than in the earlier works, Clark selects
his details according to how well they create the mood or atmosphere
of a specific mind in a specific dramatic situation; and he selects

^\estbrook, p. 97.
^ \ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 38.
^^Richard Diers, "Are Writers Made, Not Born?" Saturday Review,
14 Aug. 1965, pp. 52-53.
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them according to how they fit into the total work of art.

"Clearly,

in this carefully structured, finely written novel," Lee affirms,
"Clark makes his place in American Literature."^^

56 Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 37

CHAPTER V
THE WATCHFUL GODS AND OTHER STORIES
1950 marked the publication of The Watchful Gods and Other
Stories, a collection comprised of a novella and several of Clark's
previously published short stories. The work again saw Clark in the
good graces of the critics.

"The author's descriptive skill and his

ability to conjure up a scene or a mood are probably the key to the
general excellence and readability of these short stories," declared
Jack E. Brown in a Library Journal review.

Chandler Brossard, in

The New American Mercury, termed the stories a "fine, unusual collection" which "made me think immediately of some 'primitive' painters,
Rousseau for instance, who paint each leaf, each branch, each animal
with such care and love that these things are charged into a passionate,
2
animate meaning all their own." Jean Garrigue, in The New Republic,
3
praised Clark's "best stories" for their "warmth and authority."
And West, in The Saturday Review of Literature, called the book "one
of the few distinguished 'first collections' to appear in our time.

Jack E. Brown, rev. of The Watchful Gods and Other Stories, by
Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Library Journal, Aug. 1950, p. 1290.
2
Chandler Brossard, "Noble Hawks and Neurotic Women," rev. of
The Watchful Gods and Other Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark,
New American Mercury, Feb. 1951, pp. 230, 231.
"^Jean Garrigue, "Fiction Parade," rev. of The Watchful Gods and
Other Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New Republic, 25 Dec.
1950, p. 20.
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comparable with such volumes as Hemingway's 'In Our Time,' Faulkner's
'These Thirteen,' Caroline Gordon's 'A Forest of the South,' and
Eudora Welty's 'A Curtain of Green.'"^
What negative reaction there was came mainly from reviewers who
felt that the stories had little if any relevance to man.

Human

beings "emerge dimly" in these stories "as supporting players to fish,
animals and birds," wrote Mary Sandrock in The Catholic World.

"Mr.

Clark manages to wax pretty pretentious about air, water and just
plain space, unhampered as he is by personalities, either human or
animal.

For though the spotlight is on the fauna, they are stern
5
symbols of the outdoors and nothing more."
In The Nation, Harvey
Swados voiced a similar view: "The difficulty is not that Mr. Clark
is too much preoccupied with man's relation to the forces of nature
but rather that he is apparently so little interested in the relations
that exist between men. . . ,"^

Perhaps the harshest attack of all

was made by Bernard DeVoto in The New York Times Book Review:
. . . this is coterie (or if you like, lazy) writing, full
of low-grade Western mysticism about mountains, the desert,
and the animals. The empty and majestic Western landscape sets
two fatal traps for writers of fiction and Mr. Clark falls into
both of them; the pathetic fallacy which endows geology with

^Ray B. West, Jr., "The Nature Stage," rev. of The Watchful Gods
and Other Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Saturday Review of
Literature, 30 Sept. 1950, p, 18.
^Mary Sandrock, "New Books," rev, of The Watchful Gods and Other
Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, Catholic World, Dec. 1950,
p, 234.
^Harvey Swados, "Hawks and Men," rev, of The Watchful Gods and
Other Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The Nation, 7 Oct. 1950,
p. 318,

i
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emotions (and diminishes man below Mr. Clark's sagacious roadrunners) and an inverted sentimentality that chases tragic
significance through the cacti as such.
Mr. Clark writes fine sentences, but he seldom bothers to
give his characters life, and he simply refuses to impose
on his material the form that might convince a reader he was
sharing something worth his effort.7
Clark's stories, however, are neither structually unsophisticated nor do they lack artistic discipline.

Most of them, including

the eight stories not collected in The Watchful Gods, can be appreciated on several levels; each signifies an important facet of Clark's
achievement.

From the standpoint of structure, they serve to portray

and further develop many of the themes which are dealt with in the
major works. But they also display several aspects of Clark's writing
that are somewhat less apparent in the novels.
In his long title story "The Watchful Gods," Clark shows himself
a master of a certain kind of narrative which lies somewhere between
the short story and the novel in length and approach. What Lee calls
o

"the story that most nearly approximates the novels,"

"The Watchful

Gods" confronts the problem of good and evil, beauty and violence,
through its intricate portrayal of a young person's initiation into a
more complex realm of experience.

Like Timothy Hazard and Harold

Bridges, the young boy Buck attains spiritual growth as he acquires
an understanding of his own identity, of his role in the overall scheme
of things. Milton astutely observes the story's allegorical framework:
Bernard DeVoto, "Tame Indian, Lone Sailor," rev. of The Watchful
Gods and Other Stories, by Walter Van Tilburg Clark, New York Times
Book Review, 24 Sept. 1950, p. 18.
\ e e , Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p. 44
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The novelette is a kind of Western American Pilgrim's Proqress_, with Buck beset by temptations on eyery hand, t h e ^
temptations appearing in the forms of natural objects and
living creatures. . . . Buck is, in a very real sense, an
Indian youth sent out to find his own particular place in the
general scheme of life. In form, then, the story is an
interesting combination of Christian pilgrimage and Indian
riuuaI.
The early pages of the story reveal Buck's varied personality.
On the one hand, as Westbrook confirms. Buck is "very much a part of
his contemporary and American world."^°
reading popular romantic stories.

He likes tennis. He enjoys

"If compelled to discuss God, Buck

would have spoken in the standard Protestant-go-to-Sunday-school terms
used in his presence by adults who also wished to veil their reservations."

His mute, chivalric love for Janet Haley is peculiarly

reminiscent of Tim Hazard's boyish adoration of Rachel Wells:
Buck looked at Janet more and more . . . until he was looking
at Janet so continuously that he became unaware of looking
at her at all, and found himself, without even knowing how
he had got into it, engaged in playing a strangely sensible
but unorthodox, and therefore difficult, Tristram, who was
gently but masterfully in love with a Janet Haley—Isolt of
Brittainy, and seeking to escape from the dangerous toils of
an Isolt of Ireland who was a good deal like Alice Gladding,
who had sat in the row beside him, but two seats ahead,
during the last school year, and been an orthodox Isolt of
Ireland for eight months and a half out of the nine,
(pp. 197-98)

^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p. 71.
Max Westbrook, "Internal Debate as Discipline: Clark's The
Watchful Gods," Western American Literature, 1 (1966), 153-65; rpt.
in Walter Van Tilburg Clark (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1969),
p. 113.
Walter Van Tilburg Clark, The Watchful Gods and Other Stories
(New York: Random House, 1950), pp. 200-01. Subsequent references
to this edition are cited parenthetically in the text.
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But Buck is also consumed with what Westbrook terms "a sense of the
12
sacrality of life."
He envisions a world divided between "the
bright god" and the dark "fog god," reminiscent of the sprites of
Mt. Rose in City. Carpenter notes that these gods represent "the subconscious and often irrational motives which govern the individual "^"^
— a n acknowledgment of their dramatic impact on Buck's fertile imagination:
The fog god gained strength from the Jehova of the Old Testament.
They were alike jealous, capricious, frequently angry and
totally selfish, and they both existed as single and separate
powers, somehow wholly believable, if not admirable. The God
of the New Testament, on the contrary, became real only in the
moments of ecstasy which arose from the union of the small,
glad spirits of the outside world. He could not, therefore,
be remembered and thought about. He had simply to be celebrated, as with trumpets and harps and gay, unquenchable
dancing, during the brief time of His presence, (pp. 202-03)
On this particular day, however, what excites Buck most of all is
knowing that he is about to receive for his twelfth birthday "the
real twenty-two rifle that always rested on the bottom pegs of the
gun-rack in his father's study" (p. 193). The fact that Buck is
compelled to tell his parents a "half-lie" about his "secret beach,"
about his place of ritual,-even at the risk of not being given the
rifle, indicates a conception of the world which, though it lacks
sophistication, reflects his sense of reverence for the myriad moods
and forces which play upon his mind and soul. Westbrook's observation
that it is Buck's youth which "puts him closer to primitive sacrality"

^^Westbrook, p. 113.
13
Carpenter, p. 247.
^^Westbrook, p. 118.
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underscores the basically Wordsworthian premise upon which the story
seems to rest.

It is thus no accident that the events take place on

the Pacific coast—in effect, the last vestige of the American
frontier.
The present of the rifle constitutes the symbolic first step of
Buck's initiation.

That it is a masculine rite in which Buck is to

participate is evidenced by the parents' contrasting attitudes. The
father, Portz declares, "has had to go through his own version of the
15
rite" and is therefore sympathetic to his son's experience.
The
mother, on the other hand, cannot understand the significance of what
is taking place. As Portz points out, "All she can obscurely sense
is that from this point on she has lost her son as her child."
Coincidentally, as if to mark his coming of age. Buck decides to give
his "wooden gun with the red stock and the window-latch trigger"
(p. 218) to his young brother, Arthur.
About halfway through the story, the setting shifts from the
house to the outdoors. Having escaped "from the hold of the mother's
gentle, foolish concern, and . . . from Evelyn's [his older sister's]
superiority too" (p. 246), Buck exuberates in his new-found freedom:
The moment his feet touched the hard earth of the yard . . .
he began to run. He carried the twenty-two balanced by the
pump grip in his right hand and ran as hard as he could up
the narrow dirt road that climbed around the base of the
hill and vanished into the first ravine. He was running himself free of the hold they had on him down there in the house,
of what he suspected Evelyn would be saying and his mother

^^Portz, p. 127.
^^Portz, p. 127.
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feeling. He was pulling straight all the little kinks and
snarls they had made inside him, so that the threads could be
drawn right out, leaving nothing at all attaching him to the
house, nothing to hold him back. (p. 247)
But this freedom is short-lived.

Eager for his "first kill," he

shoots a young rabbit across a ravine. Up to now, what Westbrook
calls "his Kit Carson manner"^" has enabled him to take a play-like
attitude toward life. When he shoots the rabbit, however, he comes
face to face with a world where suffering and death are both real
and pervasive.

Failing to kill the rabbit cleanly, he is stung by

a wave of revulsion:
For the first time there occurred in Buck a sudden and profound
feeling for the rabbit as a rabbit, rather than as a target, an
abstract object of his aim. It took the form of a violent
revulsion in his middle, during which he was divided into two
beings, as he had been previously divided between himself
walking with the gun and himself watching from behind every
bush and sharing the consternation of the birds. One part of
him was still the hunter upon the south rim of the ravine,
disturbed by his ineptitude, but the other part of him entered
into the rabbit upon the north rim, patiently and inexplicably
awaiting a third shot, and perhaps even, if that also proved
a bad shot, the Lord only knew how many more for the Lord only
knew what reason, if any. The hunter part of him was filled
with a kind of desperation at the thought of the protracted
cruelty, (p. 258)
What is true of Buck is also true of the descriptive details:
abstract and concrete are blended. When the rabbit dies. Nature itself makes an effective, silent statement:
At that instant a hawk rose out of the bench-land, two, or
perhaps even three, ravines farther north, but almost directly
above the rabbit. In the moment it required to rise against
the sea-wind that was beginning now, and then curve back on
rigid wings and sink away inland to vanish against the dark

^'^Westbrook, p. 119,
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brush of the hills, it seemed, so tiny, quick-rising and
unexpected, to be ominously related to the rabbit, to have
risen, indeed, directly out of it, and so be the other, the
enduring, portion of the creature against whom the crime of
murder, in a peculiarly lengthy, deliberate and despicable
form, had been committed. It went up toward God with word
of an unforgivable sin. (p. 259)
Shades of allegory continue to emerge as Buck begins his spiritual
combat.

Kneeling over the rabbit, he senses that another presence is

at hand, that he is being watched.

"There was no man, though. The

watching was there, but not the man to do it" (p. 264). The description, in fact, is hauntingly reminiscent of Curt's "encounter" with
the "black painter": "The same spy who had stood on the other edge
of the ravine and watched him, with anything but approval, while he
examined the little rabbit, was now moving down invisibly along the
walls of the ravine, first upon one side and then the other, keeping
Buck always in sight" (p. 267). Even the language is strikingly
allegorical in tone: "He had lost the bright gods, and he had not
been accepted by the dark. He was in no soul 's land, and in its
isolation his own soul was withdrawn, small and heavy as a stone within
him, and closed about his evil deed. No wonder it could not take wing
and make the heralding music" (p, 268).
Walking along the trail, he comes to a spot where, on one
occasion, he was almost bitten by a rattlesnake. To him, the snake
had seemed "of mythical proportions. . . .

It was the coiled spring

of evil, the agent of the dark meaning, the very perfect, appointed
conductor in the gateway to the other side" (p. 275). As he reflects
upon the experience, however, it suddenly occurs to him that the
snake, long "a servant of the fog god . , , , had been set against
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him, who had proven the enemy of the rabbit" (p. 281), the symbol
of good.

"The snake was the defender of the rabbit.

It followed that

the powers of light and darkness were not wholly and always opposed
to one another" (p. 281). This discovery is a necessary step in
Buck's coming of age.

For as Eisinger affirms, "real maturity begins

by recognizing the necessity to reconcile and compound the anti1o

thetical forces of good and evil, light and dark, life and death."
Buck buries the rabbit in ceremonious fashion.

For him, the

funeral has become "a grim, necessary and inadequate penance" (p. 285).
Perceiving that "the watcher" is "present once more, standing up on
the edge of the sky and looking down at him" (p. 289), he devises a
means by which to debate his problem with the gods themselves. He
envisions a "judge-god," whose gaze is "enigmatic and attentive,
constantly upon Buck himself" (p. 291), and two opposing counsels-a "defender of the rabbit" and a "counsel for the opposition,"
respectively. Although "the calculating voice" (p. 301) within him
argues against his going home with nothing to show his family, he
turns such temptation aside and steadfastly completes his act of
ceremony. Descending to his "secret beach," he immerses his body in
19
the sea in what Lee terms "a kind of ritual washing."
The final
passages reaffirm his new awareness even as they round out the story's
allegorical structure: "The betraying voice spoke again in his mind.
'You aren't going home . . .'it began, but he cut it off there"
1o

Eisinger, p. 323,
19 Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 45.
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(p. 306). Milton's summation is appropriate:
Buck is part of an allegory. He is tainted by evil, and the
Pacific beach is dark when he arrives there at the end of his
journey. However, he has repented, and the sun begins to shine
as he is once more confronted by his inner devil: "You aren't
going home without spoils, without a rabbit or some game,
without something dead to show your sister and family as a
result of your newly acquired power, are you?" Buck cuts off
the temptation. He has made his choice, and the confusing
battle between the sun god and the fog god is ended, at least
for the time being.20
A few of Clark's stories, though skillful enough, read like
specimens of a class rather than uniquely achieved works of art. Of
this group, "Prestige," written in the so-called "popular" vein, is
probably the least significant.

Beginning as an adventure tale set

in the tropics, the piece soon takes on all the ingredients of a
mystery story.

A man named Andrews who has spent six months out in

the jungle is picked up by a river steamer.

Considerably weakened

from his long ordeal, he finally recovers sufficient strength to
relay his experiences to the ship's captain. He had, he explains,
entered the jungle in order to locate a giant rubber forest.

After

many days of travel, he was deserted by his guide and by the Indian
carriers he had hired for the journey. With no idea of which direction he should go, he wandered aimlessly through the jungle where,
after the rains started, everything turned "that God-awful green. . .
You didn't want to touch the leaves, because nothing could be that
color and not be poison."^^

What was most puzzling, though, was that

^^Milton, "The Western Attitude," pp. 71-72.
^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark,"Prestige," Saturday Evening Post,
19 April 1941, p. 77.
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even after he became delirious with fever, he somehow managed to
find food and to make his way to a spot where he could be rescued.
There is, one soon learns, a "catch" to all this. During their
discourse, "Andrews was irritated because he believed the captain was
22
smiling."

Later, when everyone thinks that he is asleep, he over-

hears the captain and engineer talking with a man who has just come
on board.

This man, it turns out, is the same person who served as

Andrews' guide in the jungle. As the three men converse, they reveal
to Andrews and to the reader their plans to delude Andrews and,
ultimately, to reap the benefits of the rubber forest he had been
searching for.

It was the guide who had been responsible for the

carriers' deserting Andrews; it was he who had stolen Andrews' photographs of the rubber forest. Andrews had been kept alive those
several months only because the guide had been given explicit orders
not to kill him.

Then, with all the facts revealed, the story con-

cludes. Andrews is safe for the moment, but only as long as no one
finds out that he has been eavesdropping.

Hearing "soft footsteps

on the deck, Andrews lay down in his bunk and at once began to breathe
slowly and heavily."

23

As a story, "Prestige" is wildly improbable and embarrassingly
"soft" in quality.

But if its intrinsic value is slight, from a

structural standpoint it is quite effective.

Carefully controlled,

neyer faltering in its purpose and direction, the story moves smoothly

^^"Prestige," p. 76.
^^"Prestige," p, 81,
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toward its surprise climax.

Despite its artistic limitations,

"Prestige" is proof of Clark's ability to work effectively within a
"popular" medium.

That Clark did not continue to publish such

stories is proof of his serious artistic intent.
Some of Clark's minor efforts take on a special interest through
their relation to the major works.

"Trial at Arms," the story of a

boy's first kill, deals with a theme comparable to the one brilliantly developed in "The Watchful Gods." Watt, the story's thirteenyear-old protagonist, accompanies his father and three other men on
a hunting expedition.

Because he is so young and has never hunted

before, the men decide that he should remain alone at the south end
of the marsh.

In this way, should the ducks fly in his direction, he

can turn them around simply by firing his gun. But when the shooting
begins in the distance. Watt's sympathies rest solely with the hunted:
"He put it to himself, 'What have they done to us? Why don't we
leave them alone?'" Then, as a flock of ducks fly over the spot
where he lies in wait, he sees the lead bird's "desperate, intent
little eye upon him" and does not fire. Unaware even that he is
crying, he only knows that he is "tremendously happy," that he has
n24
"completed something, and done i t w e l l . "
His ordeal, however, is far from over.

Mortified by the men's

indignation and fearful of their r i d i c u l e , his one "comfortable,
25
final thought" is that the ducks are now safe.
Later, as the party

2 % l t e r Van Tilburg Clark, "Trial at Arms," Saturday Evening
Post, 25 Jan. 1941, p. 40.
^^"Trial at Arms," p. 42.
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is returning to the car, one of the hunters spots a snipe and coerces
Watt to shoot it.

"He's gotta learn," he tells Watt's father.

he's shot and sees it don't hurt him, he'll be all right."^^

"Once
In many

ways the situation is reminiscent of Buck's experience with the young
rabbit. Watt fires at the snipe, but fails to kill it outright.
Aware that the animal is suffering, he feels sick and dazed. But
while Buck does penance through an act of ceremony. Watt becomes
totally distraught.

He begins to load the now-empty rifle, fully

intent on shooting the man who forced him to hurt the bird. Only his
father's wrenching the gun away prevents this from happening.

Though

not a major piece, "Trial at Arms" is a successful story, purposeful
and dramatic.

Its relation to "The Watchful Gods" further underscores

its value.
"The Pretender," the story of a man's terrifying sojourn in the
wilderness, is comparable to those chapters in Track which depict
Curt's "confrontation" with the panther. Jed Southwick, the story's
main character, decides to spend four days in the wild, accompanied
only by his dog. Hoping to gain "new confidence as a hunter," he
wants to prove to himself and to his fellow hunters that he is not a
"pretender,"
He usually got his buck with the others, nor did they ever
openly ridicule him. Yet, remembering how he handled his
rifle, how awkwardly he stalked, how at times his heart closed
and his eyes danced when the buck posed in the thin, yellow
woods and he could not raise his gun or feel the trigger
with his finger, he always felt like a man sitting a little

^^"Trial at Arms," p. 44,
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out of the circle. . . .
No, he had never been a hunter, but
only a man tolerated by the hunters.27
During the night, however, he begins to believe that he is being
threatened by a pack of coyotes. Several times he diminishes these
"beasts of his brain, only to find them suddenly grown again and
taking on improbable attributes of swiftness, savagery, and cun28
ning."
At last, thinking he has sighted two of them, he picks up
his rifle and fires. But the response is uncanny: "Each report
seemed to come from the rocks high above him, but he had no doubt
he was shooting, and expected urgently to see first one and then
the other of the shadows leap and drop with finality.

Neither did.

They simply abandoned their tactics of alternate approach and began
29
to inch forward together."
He takes refuge in the hollow of a
cliff, and does not venture out until after the sun comes up. In
the afternoon he finds the carcass of his dog, whose belly and
30
throat have been "elaborately ripped."
Rushing back to his "rock
castle," he continues his uneasy vigil.
Unlike Curt, Southwick is "rescued" on the fourth day. But
his mind is now totally disoriented.

Mistaking one of the "rescuers"

for a close colleague, he begins to recount his ordeal: "All last
night, Pete, and scarcely enough light to see them by, I sat up

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "The Pretender," Atlantic Monthly,
April 1942, p. 483.
^^"The Pretender," p. 485.
^^"The Pretender," p. 486.
"^°"The Pretender," p. 488.
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there and kept those ugly devils off. All night, Pete, and by
31
myself. And I wasn't scared."
Compared to the brilliant depiction
of Curt, "The Pretender" is but a minor achievement.

S t i l l , this

simple, straightforward, yet vividly imagined story is interesting
because of the ways in which i t prefigures some of Clark's most

important later preoccupations.
"The Ascent of Ariel Goodbody," a humorously ironic story about
a painter who eschews public acclaim in order to attain "originality,"
closely parallels City's forty-eighth chapter, "The Life of Knute
Fenderson, by Stephen Granger."

In each instance the narrative takes

the form of a burlesque.

Early in his career, Ariel Goodbody meets a
"volcanic stranger" named Christopolus 32 who resembles "a projection

of the boy thirty years into the future, providing he should become
so immersed in his work as to neglect all else save a few basic
33
physical necessities."
As Ariel's mentor, Christopolus stresses one
idea above all others:
Only one artist counts, the artist who will have nothing to
do with the past, the artist who does not fiddle with
technique, the artist who is impelled to ascend immediately
into a heaven of his own and work dangerously, the artist
who will work so far into the unknown that even he is in
constant doubt as to what he is doing. The rest is
nothing. They are dirt. They are disciples. I trample
on them.34

-^^"The Pretender," p. 491.
-^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "The Ascent of Ariel Goodbody,"
Yale Review, 32 (1943), 341.
^^"The Ascent," pp. 338-39.
-^^"The Ascent," p. 341.
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And on this note, Ariel proceeds to work "ever harder, constantly
35
destroying,"
and to isolate himself from the world to the point
where he does not even leave his room.

Though after many years he

finally agrees to exhibit his paintings to the general populace,
his contempt for public opinion has become so intense that the
acclaim he receives makes him "unwell."

It is only after he enters

the back room where his one hundred and thirty-eight pictures are
hanging and discovers that, fitted together, they cover the walls
so exactly that "their uninterrupted effect" makes "a perfect
reproduction . . .

of the wall-paper of his room in the brownstone

mansion, including the marks of time and the sepia tentacles," that
he finds fulfillment at last:
Ariel stood with his face lifted and smiled,
"I am original," he whispered.36
This story, comparable in so many ways to the tale of Knute
Fenderson, indicates a facet of Clark which most critics have
failed to pay much heed to: namely, that Clark is not just a writer
of "serious books," but also of highly polished comic prose. That
the two stories resemble one another in characterization and plot
reflects the author's desire to experiment not only with a particular
subject, but with a particular mode of writing as well.
As a writer of humorous stories, Clark is above all a satirist.
In "Personal Interview," he uses the kind of monologue technique
popularized by Ring Lardner and Damon Runyon. A high school football

^^"The Ascent," p. 344.
^^"The Ascent," p, 349.
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coach who has just accepted a job at State is being asked by a
reporter to give an account of his coaching philosophy, and to
explain how he has managed to become a "winner." Although the coach's
answers are all that the reader sees, they clearly reveal the sort of
person he i s — a hypocrite who uses others for his own advantage. And
never by word or phrase does Clark excuse or forgive him his banality
and cheapness.
Underneath a trenchant surface humor, then, the story is deadly
serious. Early in the interview the coach, who has been offered "a
substantial increase" in his new job, unwittingly conveys the fact
that the main reason he got into coaching in the first place was to
build himself a power base. After a brief and rather undistinguished
career in professional football he finally "wised up," he tells the
reporter. Although he "had to start in with the school game," it was
better "than bein' a line coach under fourteen other guys for ten
years. This way you run the works, , . ," 37 Even so, he insists,
he operates only from the highest set of principles: "No, I don't go
for that professionalism stuff much, either. Give the game back to
the kids, I always say. , . . I got no use for these guys that will
38
use school kids to build himself up."
But as the rest of the story conveys, these are precisely the
kinds of practices that he has indulged in throughout his career.
When he relates an an incident which "illustrates how you got to use

^^-Jalter Van Tilburg Clark, "Personal Interview," New Yorker,
12 Dec. 1942, p. 23.
-^^"Personal Interview," p. 24,
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the old psychology"

39

in coaching, what is actually illustrated is his

own unconscionable willingness to manipulate and exploit others for
personal gain.

His story, inanutshell, is this: by publicly humili-

ating one of his star players at a pep rally, he manages to coerce the
boy to play with a renewed, almost superhuman effort in next Saturday's
^ame—which just happens to be the "big game" of the entire season. The
boy's performance brings victory to the team, which, to the coach,
is the only thing that matters. A self-seeking character in the
extreme, he will stop at nothing to gain his end even at the price of
depriving others of their dignity.
In "Why Don't You Look Where You're Going?" the setting is a
large, sea-going liner.

Everyone on board is "comfortable, even

satisfied" (p. 113), for the liner is "a self-sufficient creature"
(p. 113) that pursues its course "independently, with gently
rhythmic joy" (p. 114). When one of the passengers sights a small
object in the distance, there begins what Westbrook calls "a petty
game of one-upmanship. . . . Each one strives in casual pomposity
40
to be the hero in the game of identification."
Drawing closer,
they discover that the object is a l i t t l e boat with a single
occupant.

Disaster is barely averted; the boat is almost capsized.

As the liner forges ahead, the man in the small craft vehemently
shakes his fist.

"Why don't you look where you're going?" (p. 120),

he shouts.

'^^"Personal Interview," p. 24
^^Westbrook, p, 134.

^^r
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"The tongue-in cheek tone of the story warns against an
elaborate interpretation," observes Westbrook, "but the ocean liner
is nonetheless an allegorical representation of modern civilization."^^
And just as the persons on board the liner constitute a microcosm of
society, so too does the solitary figure in the small vessel represent individualistic man. The ship, Portz declares,
is the symbol of modern civilization, so complicated a creation
that those who are borne along . . . no longer direct their own
fate, and have sacrificed their power of choice and their independence. Their insufficient compensation is a lulling sense
of comfortableness. The little man, shaking his fist indomitably
at the mechanical monster, is his own master , . . [and] knows
where he is going.42
The passengers catch but a fleeting glimpse of this individual. Yet,
by his willingness to venture forth, to try to shape his own destiny
as it were, he becomes a kind of metaphor, a universal symbol of man's
self-reliance and determination.
In "The Rapids," a man who is vacationing in the countryside near
a river discovers a small boat along the bank. The man,, who from the
outset is described as "thin" and spectacled, with legs which are
"very white" (p. 53), is quite obviously from a different sort of
world than the one in which he now finds himself. But with the sun
on his back and with the water to bathe and paddle in, he soon begins
to feel "adventurous" (p. 56). When he first sees the boat he even
becomes "excited" (p. 57). His initial attempt to turn the boat right
side up is futile, and is described in appropriately mock-heroic

^^Westbrook, p. 134.
^^Portz, p. 117,
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fashion: "He was angered, and put forth all his thin might in
repeated efforts, standing upright between tries, to breathe deeply
and let the blood subside from his head" (p. 57). When at last he
succeeds and the boat is upright and afloat, he begins to formulate
"a daring plan. He would work the boat around in front of the falls,
where the big bubble bellied, and see how far he could go down the
stony rapids below the pool"

(pp. 58-59).

So, using a bamboo pole

as an oar, he sets out on his new adventure. As the day wears on
he takes several trips down the river, "going a little farther each
time" (p, 61). After a while he becomes "so confident" that he rides
"with his pole in his hands" (p. 61). The fact that the boat is
completely waterlogged and the rapids extremely shallow only adds to
the story's mock-heroic tone. So does the description of a thunderhead which, at one point, the man sees on the horizon before him:
"The man felt this cloud to be a recognition of the dimension of his
undertaking, and gazed at it with stern exultation" (p, 61).
There is, of course, an appropriate finale to this whole episode.
Late that afternoon the man's angry wife appears on the scene and, in
no uncertain terms, informs her husband that "D. L, called" and
"wants you back in town" (p. 62). The man, "a businessmen from the
43
world of Babbitt," as Westbrook describes him,
is thus transported
back to the "civilized" life he has momentarily left behind. All his
attempts to be courageous and daring have been ludicrous, a pale imitation of the true independence exemplified by the figure in the boat

^^estbrook, p. 133.
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in "Why Don't You Look Where You're Going?"

For in the end this man

is just like one of the passengers on the liner, content to allow
others to run his life for him. While it may be true, as Wilner argues,
that he "is momentarily restored to a truer self"^^ by his experiences
on the river that day, it is equally true that he is unable to withstand the shrill and apprehensive note of warning, urging him to "get
a move on" (p. 63) because "D. L. will be wild" (p. 64).
"Chuangtse and the Prince of the Golden Age" invites treatment
as a parable. The Prince of Ch'u, who has "labored half of his manhood to secure perfect order in his state," wants above all else "to
45
be remembered . . . as the prince of a Golden Age."
Yet it is evident to him that the state is "making but doubtful progress" toward
that end.
The son made retort to the father, the younger brother slew
the elder brother, the husband beat the wife and the wife
poured wines of unquestionable potency but doubtful virtue
for the husband, and friend spoke to friend according to
the rules of courtesy, but with thoughts of another nature
in his mind, until at last the proper relationship was
maintained only between the Prince and his subjects, and
that by means of unwinking vigilance on the part of the
royal army.46
Walking into his gardens early one morning, the Prince comes upon an
old gardener. Although his first impulse is to "summon the palace
guard and cause the gardener to be removed, and afterward the

^^Wilner, p. 108.
^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "Chuangtse and the Prince of the
Golden Age," Western Review, 13 (1949), 87.
^^"Chuangtse," p. 88.
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gardener's leg," an "unusual second thought" compels him to take a
different approach.

When he asks the gardener why he is here at

this "forbidden hour," and is proceeding about his work in so
"improper" a manner, the old man replies forthwith: "in attending a
tree, one must proceed according to the Tao of a tree."

Convinced

"by the reasonableness of this explanation" that he has "come upon
the wisdom to produce a Golden Age," the Prince continues his inquiry.
"And of whom did you learn this?" he asks.

"Of Chuangtse, who has

recorded that which was spoken by Laotse, who understood the Tao of
47
all things," the old man replies.
So the Prince directs first his court runner, then the captain
of his guard, and finally his foremost Sage to go and bring this man
to him.

But none of them succeed.

"This Chuangtse would not move,
48
or look at me, or make any reply," each one tells the Prince.
Instead, recalls the Sage, "he lay upon his back, with his hands
folded across his more than ample stomach, and either gazed fixedly
upon his thumbs, or slept.
certainty which,"

I was not able to determine with any

dg

At last, "after the necessary year of prepara50
tion" and "properly attended by the entire court,"
the Prince
confronts Chuangtse personally.

But to his plea that Chuangtse

"return with the court and undertake, subject only to the Prince

^^"Chuangtse," p. 89.
^^"Chuangtse," pp. 90, 91,
^^"Chuangtse," p, 91.
^^"Chuangtse," p, 92,
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himself, the administration of the state of Ch'u," Chuangtse, having
"folded his hands across his ample stomach, . . . either gazed
fixedly upon his thumbs or slept. The Prince was not able to deter51
mine with any certainty which."
The Prince returns to his palace where, for twelve hundred and
eighty days, he scrupulously ponders the gardener's maxim that "he
52
who seeks Tao, the Way, must do so himself."
But on the twelve
hundred and eighty-first morning he sets out alone toward the home
of Chuangtse. There he reaps his reward.

For when he asks Chuangtse

what he must do to be remembered as the Prince of a Golden Age,
Chuangtse responds accordingly: '"The Golden Age was in the beginning,'
said Chuangtse, 'and Tao has prevailed in Ch'u for twenty-six hundred
and seventy-five days and a half,' and with this he appeared to
consider the discussion at an end. . . ." Though the Prince does not
understand this reply, it forces him to "turn his mind outward" so
that on his return journey he perceives
what he had not in any other, that everywhere in the state of
Ch'u the greenery abounded, the lakes and rivers were full and
alive with fish, the fields were producing well, the prisons
were empty, contention-was at an end, no door was locked
against a thief, the young people sang with the music of their
own throats, and the five relationships were constantly
observed, although no one could tell him what they were.
Consequently the Prince's understanding, "so long prepared in its
parts," is "made one and whole," And on this note the story concludes:

^^"Chuangtse," p. 94.
^^"Chuangtse," p. 96.
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He returned to the neighborhood of the royal city, but not to
the palace. . . . Rather he lived alone in a small house at
the edge of a forest, whence he governed Ch'u with few words
and great cheerfulness, and eyery afternoon lay in the sun with
his hands folded upon his now ample stomach, and either
regarded his thumbs attentively or slept, no one could be
certain which. Thus it was that he became known, and that
even before his death, as the Prince of the Golden Age of
Ch'u.53
The "moral" is simple and familiar: one must not try to impose order
on things. By living in harmony with the earth, one lifts the
material world into an ideal sphere.
In this humorous parody of idealism, Clark depends especially upon
exaggeration.

The superlative is dominant from the yery

beginning.

But he also uses the contrasting device of understatement.

Judicious

repetitions, another stylistic device of which he is master, also must
be noticed.

For they point to the fact that Clark, structurally,

employs the cumulative method as his formula of presentation.
Some of Clark's best stories go beyond the externals of the
physical, the visible, to the core of a being: to man's consciousness,
his mind, his sensibility, his imagination,

"A Letter to the Living,"

written in the form of a confession, is a frank revelation of the
speaker's life and problems. A political prisoner named George Dubois,
"once writer and artist who lived chiefly by other work," is recording
his thoughts on paper on the eve of his execution.

"I suppose I hope

to save a little of myself in the minds of you who read this," he
admits, "but the big reason I write is because I am like you, and want
you to know what I know now, that my fears don't matter, that though

^^"Chuangtse," p, 97,
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my life is unimportant, my death is not, and that it may even be that
my death is more valuable if I die badly than if I die like a hero."
Then, in stoic Hemingway fashion, he proceeds to describe two executions he saw that morning:
The first of the two . . . was the man who died badly. The
guards had to support him all the way to the stake, and even
from my window I could hear him whimpering. I believe he was
nearly unconscious from anticipation. He made no trouble when
they bound him, except for his sagging weight, but before they
could blindfold him, he saw the firing squad and woke up. He
began to scream and beg them not to kill him. . . . When the
order came, and the rifles all rose against him, like a row
of toys, I couldn't watch. . . .
The other man died as I would rather die, if I am lucky
enough, with his courage at the peak. He was a powerful man
with a red beard. . . . I watched even the killing this time,
for the red-bearded man made it an encouragement. But it was
easier for the firing squad too. They went out in much better
order than the first squad. Perhaps, because he was so calm
and motionless, they were able to make him seem merely a target
at the critical moment. He gave us courage, but the other,
I believe, made our hate greater, and made the enemy more
fearful.
55
So I needn't worry about how I die.
He reminisces about Annette, the woman he loves, and is pained
to think of her suffering.

Annette, "my mother, my brother, and my

friends," he reflects, "will all care a little less to be alive,
because I am dead."^^

He tells of how he first became involved in

the conflict, of how he was captured by the opposing forces, and of
his subsequent life in prison. Although he finds it "hard to stop
writing," he takes consolation in knowing that he has "told what

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "A Letter to the Living," The Nation,
13 June 1942, p. 679.
^^"A Letter," p, 680,
^^"A Letter," p. 681.
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matters."
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What Westbrook regards as "perhaps the best of the
CO

uncollected stories,"

"A Letter to the Living" reveals a mind sick

with insecurity and doubt, but one which is always in control of the
situation, which has the discipline necessary to handle any given
circumstance.
By contrast, "The Fish Who Could Close His Eyes" depicts the
permanent disruption of its protagonist's static internal order.
Tad Manson, bland and slow-minded, works as a handyman at a marine
institute where one of his tasks is to feed the fish in the aquarium.
Responsive by instinct to his surroundings, life to him is like an
unbroken dream:
Even the redheaded girl was really just a part of the dream.
When the time came to leave her late at night in the whisper
of faraway surf and the smell of eucalyptus trees, it would
seem to him that both of them,because of their longing to
stay together, had fallen out of the crystal globe of the
dream, and would never be able to get back into it. They
would have to stand there forever, the only real creatures
left in space, holding each other's hands and trying to
think of a way to say good night which wouldn't annihilate
them. But when they really had said good night, and Tad
came down onto the beach alone, he always discovered that
his sorrow and loneliness were quickly transformed into
profound exaltation. Even when the tide was in and he had
to carry his shoes and socks and wade through the surge, he
would soon be celebrating the oneness of the sea, himself
and the redheaded girl. He celebrated by singing with the
surf the way he sang with the old Dodge. And when he was
singing his loudest and saddest, he would nearly believe
that he could wade out into the sea and be absorbed by it
without the least damage to the essence which was Tad
Manson, and that the redheaded girl could do the same thing.
Then they could be together forever, not only as part of the
sea, but also as part of the stars, the space between stars.

^^"A Letter," p. 682.
58Westbrook, p. 155.
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the wind and light of day, the grass on the headlands, the
brush in the canyons, and even the singing of insects. He
would celebrate all these things in his song. There was
almost nothing which his dream could not include sooner or
later, (pp. 152-53)
Yet his dream can never include the scientists at the institute:
To such men, who could see only the motions of his arms and
legs. Tad appeared amazingly lazy. They became suspicious
when they looked out of their big windows in the laboratories
at five o'clock and saw Tad, who had moved yery slowly and
not very often all day, wearing his swimming trunks and
running like an antelope down to the beach. They couldn't
see that his inner tempo hadn't changed a bit during this
outward transformation. They didn't understand that he was
going at the big secret as hard as they were, only all at
once, from the top down. If they had understood, it
wouldn't have improved their opinion of him. They had no
use for the top-down approach, (p. 154)
One day Tad discovers that a purple fish, what seems to him "a
pathetic, even a tragic fish" (p. 160), has been placed in one of
the tanks.
in it.

He names the fish Hamlet and takes a special interest

Alarmed by the fact that Hamlet will not eat, he feels

certain that the fish is homesick.
flesh, but of the dream.

"His trouble was not of the

Hamlet's dream was failing him, and he was

heartbroken" (p. 164). What impresses Tad most, however, is that
Hamlet seems to have eyelids, "great, heavy, gray-purple lids, . . .
drooping half over his eyes.

He looked terribly human for a fish,

old and sad human" (pp. 166-67).

Determined that the "homesick

Hamlet" be "freed" (p. 168), Tad places the fish back in the ocean.
But in the end, as Westbrook notes, "his fondest dreams are horribly
crushed by scientific fact."^^

What had appeared to be Hamlet's

"weeping lids" (p. 167) was simply a fungus from which the fish was

^^Westbrook, p. 135
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dying.

Stunned by this new knowledge. Tad moves from confusion to

utter helplessness:
Tad stood there for a long time, staring out at the bland,
happy, heartless sea in the morning freshness. Nothing
moved inside him to its dancing. Finally he turned back
and bent over and began to hoe at the pool for the
eucalyptus again. After a little while, he was hoeing
faster and harder than he had ever hoed in his life
before, (p. 175)
Eisinger's comments are helpful:
Tad is a dreamer who is "always upon the verge of the final
discovery which would lift him into unity with everything."
Tad's method of getting at the secret of the universe is, as
Clark says, to work from the top down, while the scientists
about him, trying to solve the same problem, work from the
bottom up, inductively. Clark seems . . . to admire Tad's
aim and approve of his imaginative and intuitive method, whereas he seems critical of the scientists' method. But Tad is also
depicted as a fool and a sentimentalist. Obdurate nature will
not yield up its secret to a person of his sort.60
In "The Anonymous," a man named Gates who teaches at a school for
Indian children recounts his experience with Peter Carr, a young
Navaho who has come to the school for "personal instruction" (p. 68).
To Gates, the young man is something of an enigma. He speaks "like
a Boston clergyman who has taken up light satire as a defense"
(p. 67). His wardrobe is "exotic for these parts" and his hands
"aristocratic" (p. 68). What is most unusual, however, is the
special treatment he receives.

Even Gates' immediate supervisor,

a man who regards Indian children as "mud" (p. 78), is careful to
provide Peter with "some rather remarkable privileges" (p. 72).
When asked what he wants to study, Peter replies automatically:
"I wish to read and write English, to know what a gentleman should

Eisinger, p. 323,
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about music, literature, art and the histories of European nations,
and to understand mathematics and business methods" (p. 73). In his
studies he is "an insatiable sink for facts" (p. 75), but has no
interest in anything except the rote memorization of important names
and events. Moreover, as Milton points out, "He has lost the
character and feeling of his own people,"^^ He believes the Navaho
tongue to be "of no use" (p. 73). Whenever Gates tries to talk about
Navaho customs, ritual, and art, Peter declares "almost savagely" that
they and all they stand for are "dead" (p. 75). Wilner perceives that
"This loss of identity is echoed in hints of homosexuality,"^^

This

is especially evident when Jenny Jackson, an attractive young Indian
girl, is rejected by Peter after she has made amorous advances toward
him.

Consequently, Peter becomes known to everyone at the school as

"woman-man." As Gates explains, "They had all chosen, after a short
time, to consider him something of a sissy, and now their judgment
was confirmed in a delightfully literal way" (p, 90),
At last the reason for Peter's presence at the school is revealed.
One afternoon "a dust-colored Rolls-Royce driven by a chauffeur in
livery" (pp. 90-91) arrives for him.

In the car is "a big-breasted,

middle-aged woman" who. Gates observes, "looked at Peter often, with
terrifying affection, while she reconstructed him" (p, 91). From the
chauffeur Gates learns that she is a widow, and that she and Peter are
to be married that summer. A mere plaything to her, Peter, the

^^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p. 70.
^^Wilner, p. 109.
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"coffee-colored fake" (p. 92), has been sent to school to learn about
the white man's "culture."

"The sap," says the chauffeur.

"He don't

even know he's nothing but a toy" (p. 92).
In "Hook" and "The Rise and the Passing of Bar," the main
character is an animal.

Directly comparable to one another, both

stories have meaning, as Wilner writes of "Hook," only as they
become parables of human values.^-^ D. G. Kehl suggests that "the
structure of 'Hook' resembles the three strokes of the letter 'N,'
Sections I and II 'rising' as the young hawk grows and matures.
Sections III and IV 'falling' as the hawk loses his supremacy, and
Section V again 'rising,' this time in a metaphysical sense."^^
Wilner's analogy is even more explicit:
. . . the structure of Elizabethan tragedy is persistently in
the background of this heroic animal world. The story is
divided into the appropriate five sections. Each contributes
cumulatively to the ultimate disaster. The progression of
Hook's career is from the initial discovery of identityfused in three fulfilled urges: killing, flight, and sex—to
the supreme mastery of his world, and then, yery abruptly, to
the reversal of fortune, the disaster when Hook is shot and
wounded by the Japanese farmer. This leads to the prolonged
scene of hero in low estate, no longer able to fly, let alone
to master. The story concludes in the hawk's final deathstruggle with the farmer's dog, in the last minutes of which
the hawk's identity is valiantly and tragically redeemed.55
As has been noted, the story begins with a description of
Hook's infancy and adolescence, with the fulfillment of "the three

^^Wilner, p. 104.
64 D. G. Kehl, "Writing in the Apocalypse: Rhetorical Lessons
from Walter Van Tilburg Clark," College Composition and Communication,
25 (1974), 36.
^^Wilner, p. 104.
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hungers" (p. 6)--flight, killing, and sex—which come to dominate
his being.

By the end of Section 1, Hook has attained a kind of

totality, a sense of oneness with the world around him.

By the same

token, "The Rise and the Passing of Bar" begins with an account of
the youthful stallion's rise within his realm.

While still yery

young. Bar inherits the remuda after killing the stallion that was
its leader.

As he learns more about his newly acquired power and of

its limitations, as he proceeds to experience sex and battle, his
role, like Hook's, becomes solidified.
Section 2 of "Hook" provides an elaborate description of the
hawk's attributes.

"Sensual images abound, for Hook is a bundle

of senses and instincts, a marvelous blending of purpose and func66
tion," declares Gerald Haslam.
Typifying what Eisinger calls
67
"the yery essence of hawkness,"

Hook kills "easily in one hard-

knuckled blow" (p. 9 ) . He fears nothing, and his spirit is "wholly
belligerent, swift and sharp, like his gaze" (p. 9 ) . When challenged by other hawks, he experiences "only the fighter's pride
and exultation from the sting of wounds received in successful
combat" (p. 11). He is "not only complete, but supreme" (p. 11).
The same is true of Bar.
domain.

Like Hook, Bar achieves mastery over his

When threatened by others of his species, he too is

^^Gerald Haslam, "Predators in Literature," Western American
Literature, 12 (1977), 130-31.
^^Eisinger, p. 321.
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victorious.

Ultimately, his power rises to a peak: "In time. Bar's
go

domination became absolute."
As in formal tragedy, however, both protagonists experience a
sudden reversal of fortune.

In Section 3, Hook is shot in the wing

by a Japanese farmer and forced to hide in some thick bushes.

Unable

to fly or roam at will, forced to scavenge for whatever food he can
get, he becomes, in effect, a hero in low estate. With Bar the situation is similar.

Many years have passed and the aging stallion, no

longer able to control the remuda, finally loses a large portion of
it: "He never recovered the full remuda. . . , From then on his age
began to show dreadfully, and he often fell asleep in the sun or
wandered slowly off by himself,"69
Both stories conclude in a similar vein.

In Section 5, as Kehl

points out. Hook's "noble, dignified 'will to endure' in the face of
overwhelming odds corroborates the Hemingway affirmation: man (and
man-like hawks or hawk-like men) can be destroyed but not defeated."
Drawn by hunger to the Japanese farmer's hencoop. Hook becomes engaged
in a life and death struggle with the farmer's dog. He is killed,
but before this happens there are "some minutes of the supreme fire
of the hawk whose three hungers are perfectly fused in the one will;
enough to burn off a year of shame" (pp, 29-30). The farmer's wife,
having witnessed the struggle, pays tribute to the hawk's heroic

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "The Rise and the Passing of Bar,"
Virginia Quarterly Review, 19 (1943), 92.
^^"The Rise and the Passing of Bar," p. 94.
^°Kehl, p. 41.
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nature: "'Oh, the brave bird,' she said" (p. 30). With Bar the final
conflict does not involve his actual death, but rather a kind of
symbolic death characterized by loss of position and power. Bar
loses his fight for leadership of the herd to a younger and stronger
opponent, but does so heroically.
his young foe"

He bears "the steady hammering of

without flinching. Though forced to his knees and

decisively beaten, the stand he makes is highly reminiscent of Hook's
final struggle. The prime of life "is not passed without struggle,
and . , . not without regret," observes John Herrmann.

"But there

seems no war waged because of the fact of mortality, , , , Rather,
defeat is, as in Hemingway, accepted as part of the game. . . . Bar
72
loses the fight and accepts his defeat."
"Diminutive on the
descending track. Bar went very slowly south past the white stones
like a sphinx and the brown island like a pyramid in the blue water.
73
He stopped often to rest, but without raising his head."
At the
end, then, both protagonists succeed in eliciting the reader's pity
and awe, which is the essence of good tragedy.
Among Clark's best stories are those which deal specifically
with the relationship between man and Nature.

In "The Buck in the

Hills," a man journeys to a mountain lake to replenish his spirit.
Cleansing himself in ceremony, he is overcome with dynamic joy:

^^"The Rise and the Passing of Bar," p. 96.
^^John Herrmann, "The Death of the Artist as Hero," South Dakota
Review, 4 (1966), 52, 53.
^^"The Rise and the Passing of Bar," p. 96.
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I went around to the camp side and stood looking at the lake,
thinking about swimming before I made a fire and ate. It was
cold, and the water would be cold too. The lake was really
just a pool of snow water, with no outlet, and no regular
inflow, shallow enough so the dead grasses showed up through
at the edges. But I like that kind of clean, cold feeling,
and it had been warm climbing up in the middle of the day.
I peeled off, and stood liking the cold on my body, and the
frozen, pebbly earth under my feet, and then, when I went
nearer the edge, the wiry grass. It was yery still in the
valley, and the water reflected, exactly and without break,
the mountains and the last of that thin, yellow light. I
got that lift again. This time I would take it out. I ran
splashing till I was thigh deep, and then rolled under. The
water was even colder than I had expected, and hardened my
whole body at once. For a minute or two I swam rapidly in
circles in the small center that was deep enough. Then I
was all right, and could roll easily, and even float looking
up. The first stars were showing above the ridge in the
east. I let go a couple of bars of high, operatic-sounding
something. It came back at me from under the col, sounding
much better, sweet and clear and high. God, I was happy.
This was the way I liked it, alone, and clean cold, and a lot
of time ahead, (pp. 97-98)
The style, Westbrook observes, "is frequently comparable to
Hemingway's. The hero is doing what Jake Barnes and Bill Gorton
are doing on their fishing trip in The Sun Also Rises. , . . The
Hemingway now, the need to get it just right, to have nothing cheap
or brutish disrupt the ceremony: these are the essentials of the
restoration." 74
Soon, however, the man's partner arrives with news of a despicable act, one which violates what Eisinger terms "the canons of
75
decent relationship between man and nature."
An associate of
theirs named Chet McKenny has purposely crippled a deer and driven

''^Westbrook, p, 135.
Eisinger, p. 321.
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it "eight miles back to camp" because "He couldn't see carrying it
all that way" (p. 107). McKenny, Milton declares, "is guilty of the
evil which is being 'out of tune' with Nature, and his companions
76
feel the guilt by association."
For as he listens to his partner's
story, the man becomes increasingly aware of the great, quiet power
of Nature behind and beyond the human violence played out on it:
"The story made a difference . . . as if it were a lot darker all at
once, and we were farther away from other people than before, and
there were things alive in the rocks, watching us" (p. 106). The
following morning, as the two men begin their walk down trail, the
gods of Nature still seem hostile: "There was something listening
behind each tree and rock we passed, and something waiting among
the taller trees down slope, blue through the falling snow. They
wouldn't stop us, but they didn't like us, either. The snow was
their ally" (p. 109). Clark is aware, of course, that Nature has no
moral ideas. But to the individual mind of man, subject to the inner
checks of conscience. Nature is a veritable treasure house of suggestion.
In "The Indian Well," a prospector named Jim Suttler, accompanied by his burro Jenny, comes to settle in a secluded canyon
near a well. What Young calls "a literary sonata recounting a
cycle of wild life at a desert oasis,"^ the story begins with a

^^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p. 68.
''^Vernon Young, "Gods Without Heroes: The Tentative Myth of
Van Tilburg Clark," Arizona Quarterly, 7 (1951), 111.
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detailed description of the animal life that inhabits the "dead land"
(p. 125) of the canyon.

"The day before Jim Suttler came up in the

early spring to take his part in one cycle was a busy day," the
narrator explains.

"The sun was merely lucid after four days of

broken showers and one rain of an hour with a cold wind behind it,
and under the separate cloud shadows sliding down the mountain and
into the valley, the canyon was alive" (pp. 125-26).

Not far from

the well there .is an abondoned mine, and an old cabin stands close
by.

On its walls are inscribed the names, dates, and comments of

earlier residents. But it is evident that no one has lived there for
a long time and that Nature's cycle has continued on, uninterrupted
and unchanged, for many years. Only after Suttler's arrival does
the cycle begin to vary.
An individual whose way of life is simple and basic, Suttler
accepts Nature for what it is and feels comfortable in its midst.
But because he is a human being, his very presence constitutes a
disruption.

Houghton elaborates:

Despite the outward simplicity of his [Suttler's] existence,
. . . and despite his-affection for his burro Jenny, which
seems to suggest a close tie between man and animal, every
incident in the story, eyery description of Suttler's
activities in the vicinity of the well emphasizes the
differences rather than the similarities between man and
all other living things on earth. Clark's purpose in this
story seems to be to underscore the truth that even in the
most primitive of circumstances man is still man, a creature
far removed in kind from all other animals./^

^^Donald E. Houghton, "Man and Animals in 'The Indian Well, I I I
Western American Literature, 6 (1971), 215.
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This becomes strikingly apparent after Jenny is killed by a cougar.
From this point on, Suttler's relationship to Nature is one of
almost total estrangement: "There was a difference in his smell
after that day which prevented even the rabbits from coming into
the meadow" (p. 145). For many months he maintains a vigil, waiting
for his opportunity.

Finally, when the cougar returns the following

spring, he kills it with fierce jubilation.

"Through Suttler's

affection for Jenny and Suttler's reaction to the burro's death,"
Houghton observes, "Clark suggests finally that a fundamental
difference between man and animal is found in the depth and range of
man's emotional life, more particularly in man's dual capacity to
79
love and hate,"
After Suttler leaves, the spring's "disturbed life" (p. 148)
resumes; everything is described as returning to the way it was in
the beginning:
In the second night the rabbits loved in the willows, and at
the end of a week the rats played in the cabin again. The old
coyote and a vulture cleaned the cougar, and his bones fell
apart in the shale. The road-runner came up one day, tentatively, and in front of the tunnel snatched up a horned toad
and ran with it around"the corner, but no farther. After a
month the antelope returned. The well brimmed, and in the
gentle sunlight the new aspen leaves made a tiny music of
shadows, (p. 148)
Thus, in the natural scheme of things, the interaction of man with
Nature is never permanent.

Man is but a transcient phenomenon who,

as Milton points out, "conquers briefly and indecisively and then
moves on.

1.80

^^Houghton, "Man and Animals," p. 217.
S^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p. 69.
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In "The Wind and the Snow of Winter," Clark continues to deal
with aspects of time, only now he focuses more specifically on man's
history, on what West describes as "the changes that necessarily
81
come to a place during a man's lifetime"
[italics mine]. In the
story, an old prospector named Mike Braneen is making his annual
journey from the mountains to the town of Gold Rock were he plans
to spend the winter.

As he leads his burro down an old wagon road

he begins to reminisce about his past.

He thinks of the many

burros he has owned, of once staying up in the mountains "clear into January" (p. 36), and of the women he used to know.

As he enters

the last lap of his journey he reflects fondly upon his old friends
and eagerly anticipates their warm greeting:
Some of them would be the younger men, of course, and
there might even be a few strangers, but this would only add
to the dignity of his reception, and there would also be his
friends. There would be Henry Bray with the gray walrus
moustache, and Mark Wilton and Pat Gallagher. They would
all welcome him loudly.
"Mike, how are you, anyway?" Tom would roar, leaning
across the bar to shake hands with his big, heavy, soft
hand with the diamond ring on it.
"And what'll it be, Mike? The same?" he'd ask, as if
Mike had been in there no longer ago than the night before.
Mike would play that game too. "The same," he would say.
(pp. 45-46)
But upon his arrival he sees that the town has altered dramatically.
The once well-lit street is now dark and deserted.
Saloon has been boarded up.

The Lucky Boy

From a passer-by he learns that even

his friends are dead.

81 Ray B. West, Jr., "The Use of Setting in 'The Wind and the Snow
er,'" in The Art of Writing Fiction (New York: Crowell, 1968),
of Winter
p. 186.
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"Clark sees the passing of the frontier era as a tragic moment
in the life of Western man," declares Milton, "and he has very little
to say about the necessity of that change."^^

On its most complex

level, however, the story rises above this concern to confront the
more fundamental problem of human isolation, of man's separation from
his fellows.

Mike's early life. West observes, "was filled with

ceremony that kept hope alive and a warm spirit of 'belonging'
83
glowing."
But by the end of the story, long-term emotions of assent
and identification are no longer possible.

Mike's one flickering hope

is snuffed out like the light of a candle.
This story, with its shifts of scene between reality and memory,
could have presented many problems had not Clark possessed the talent
capable of establishing such a form.

Though the theme of isolation

is potentially a tragic one, the narrative contains no trace of
sentimentality.

Clark has neither omitted facts nor overstated them;

the picture is pathetic, but true.

The dreams of youth are no longer

suitable for old age, Clark is suggesting, and even the remembrance
of joy can ultimately be no solace to a man.
"The Portable Phonograph," probably Clark's most famous story,
is a taut narrative, dramatic and self-contained.
Westbrook calls "a primitive time in the future,"
destroyed by global war.

83^
W s t , "The Use of Setting," p. 186.

^

84

it depicts a world

Four men, survivors of the holocaust, have

^^Milton, "The Western Attitude," p. 72.

84.Westbrook, p. 135.
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gathered together inside a dugout to savor the few works of art that
remain.

Doctor Jenkins, the host, has been reading The Tempest aloud.

Afterward, they listen to a Debussy nocturne played on an old portable
phonograph.

"They have nothing to live for without civilization and

without art," Lee affirms.

"So they have listened to their host

read, not simply because the literature is art, but because it is life.
And they listen to the record with love because the recording is also
85
life."
But after his guests leave. Doctor Jenkins pegs down the
canvas that serves as his door, and hides the phonograph, records,
and books in a deep hole above the couch. At last he gets under his
blankets, where, "On the inside of the bed, next the wall, he could
feel with his hand, the comfortable piece of lead pipe." (p. 188).
Wilner notes that "the impressive final effect of 'The Portable
Phonograph,' providing the ultimate irony of the story, originates
not so much in character--characters are only vehicles here—as it
does in total social comment."

The intellect, Clark seems to be

saying, is no guarantee of the defeat of man's predatory instinct,
Man is a complex being who combines elements of beauty and destructiveness.
In an article entitled "The Ghost of an Apprehension," Clark
analyzes the creative process behind his story.

"The Portable

Phonograph," he explains, "was more than ordinarily conscious in its
inception, and , . . took shape in my mind somewhat as a play might.

^^Lee, Walter Van Tilburg Clark, p, 43
^^Wilner, p. 108.
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the intention producing the scene, the scene and the intention
selecting the cast, and all three, by means of certain guiding
principles which developed with them, dictating the action. . . ."^^
He then proceeds to transfer musical qualities to the literary exposition of his themes: ". . . it didn't seem to me that the desired
tone could be achieved in the key of either the incident or the
scene alone, but that it must arise out of the dissonant juxtaposition
of the two."

The manner of the story "had to be fiddle light on the

surface and bass viol deep beneath, which is to say, it had to be
88
satirical."
Edward H. Cohen, in describing one of the story's
passages, perceives its subtle musical virtuosity.

"Here and in

others of Clark's works (most notably, The City of Trembling Leaves),"
he declares, "the relationship between music and nature is expressed
89
in the structure of the prose itself."
All in all, then, the stories complement remarkably the
preoccupations of the longer fictional works.

Man and Nature, adoles-

cence and maturity, good and evil--these universal themes emerge again
and again throughout the Clark canon.

While the structure of indi-

vidual stories vary, each pattern serves as a unifying element-one which artfully expresses the meaning of each piece.

By

concentrating on the structure of Clark's short fiction and relating

^^Walter Van Tilburg Clark, "The Ghost of an Apprehension,"
Pacific Spectator, 3 (1949), 254.
^^"The Ghost of an Apprehension," p. 256.
^^Edward H. Cohen, "Clark's 'The Portable Phonograph,'"
Explicator, 28 (1970), 69.
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i t to his other work, written at the same time and l a t e r , i t is
possible to gain a clearer understanding of the foundation of Clark's
f i c t i o n and to suggest the evolution of his a r t .
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